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ABSTRACT 

This qualitative study was conducted during 2005 in the Faculty of Health 

Sciences at the University of Cape Town. Drawing on the theoretical framework 

of the New Literacy Studies and, in particular, Gee's notion of Discourse 

acquisition, I sought to better understand the issues that impacted on success for 

students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds who entered the 

MBChB programme. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with eleven students to collect data 

regarding their primary home-school Discourses and their experiences with the 

secondary Discourses of the supported Problem Based Learning (PBL) 

curriculum of the first semester of the MBChB programme. Additional data 

included the analysis of written assessment responses and admissions test 

scores from the same students. The results of the analysis of the data from the 

group of five students who had succeeded in passing the first semester of the 

mainstream MBChB programme were compared with the results obtained from 

the group of six students who had failed and thus entered the academic support 

programme, i.e. the Intervention Programme. 

Significant findings that emerged from the data analysis were related either to the 

PBL pedagogy or to the challenges experienced by students for whom English is 

an additional language. 

Those students whose primary Discourses were similar to the secondary 

Discourses of the MBChB programme at UCT showed evidence of mastery by 

acquisition, whereas those students with markedly different primary Discourses 

required that the practices of the secondary Discourses be made explicit in order 

for learning to occur. 

Recommendations are made for facilitation of the mastery of the MBChB 

secondary Discourses by educationally disadvantaged students. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

This study is set at the University of Cape Town (UCT), an English medium 

university in South Africa. 

Many students have been poorly prepared for the academic challenges of 

university study as a result of the separate educational systems and differential 

resourcing for racial groups that existed under the apartheid government. 

Students who are second language speakers of English from schools 

disadvantaged in the apartheid era are often not equipped to cope with the 

academic literacy demands of the MBChB programme. 

Since 1992, the Faculty of Health Sciences at UCT has implemented an 

alternative admissions policy for its MBChB programme. This policy aims to 

provide access to the programme for students from educationally disadvantaged 

backgrounds who might otherwise be denied this opportunity, and to increase 

diversity in the student body so that it is more representative of the South African 

population. Students accepted via alternative admissions criteria were placed 

directly into an extended, 7-year MBChB programme which was run concurrently 

with the mainstream 6-year MBChB programme. The extended academic 

development programme (ADP) comprised additional academic support in the 

form of tutorials to address the identified difficulties these students might 

experience with English, Basic Health Science and academic writing. Although 

successful in terms of student throughput, the pre-selection of students into the 

extended MBChB programme proved problematic for several reasons. Firstly, the 

selection of students relied heavily on scores obtained in the grade 12 

(Matriculation/ matric) examinations. The reliability of these scores as predictors 

of success in tertiary education programmes had increasingly come into question 

(Sikakana, 2005). Secondly, it became evident that not all of the students 

assigned to the ADP required academic support, while conversely, some 
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students admitted to mainstream MBChB in fact did need additional academic 

support (Sikakana, 2005, Alexander, Badenhorst and Gibbs, 2005). Finally, there 

was a perception among many ADP students that they had been discriminated 

against on the basis of race, and they resented their placement in the 

programme. 

UCT receives approximately two thousand applications for the two hundred 

places ,available in the first year of the MBChB programme. Matriculation scores 

are currently the primary criterion used to rank applicants. The highest possible 

score is forty-eight. This score is calculated by assigning marks for the symbols 

obtained for English, Afrikaans and the four best remaining subjects (some 

students even do seven or eight subjects). Eight marks are awarded for a subject 

A on higher grade, seven marks for a B, six marks for a C, and so on. As a result 

of the changes in the educational environment at school level, "grade creep" is 

occurring, i.e. many more students are now attaining high matric scores (forty 

seven or forty eight) than previously. Matric score alone is thus inadequate as a 

selection criterion and additional selection criteria have been investigated for use 

as comparable measures of academic potential. 

One of the additional selection criteria for admission now being used at UCT is 

the score attained by prospective students in the Health Sciences Placement 

Test (HSPT). The HSPT evaluates students' achievements in four areas: 

language (PTEEP), maths achievement (MACH), maths comprehension (MCOM) 

and scientific reasoning (SRT). The PTEEP tests verbal and reasoning skills on a 

reading, writing, thinking level. This gives an idea of inferencing capacity, 

discourse structure and relationships in texts (being able to identify the main/key 

idea and examples or sub-ideas). SRT tests whether the student can identify 

evidence for claims and assess whether evidence is valid or inadequate, and on 

what grounds (being able to critique). It also tests visual literacy (graphs, etc), 

logic and understanding of scientific concepts without using scientific language. 
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These tests, designed by the Alternative Admissions Research Project, were 

originally intended to test the potential of 'black' students from DET schools. 

These were students who, because of the unequal apartheid education system, 

were not scoring well enough in the matric examinations to be admitted to 

university. The HSPT score is out of a possible total of 40 points. The PTEEP, 

MACH, MCOM and SRT results reported are according to the decile into which 

each student's raw score fell for that component of the HSPT. The first decile is 

the highest. Research is being conducted, by the departments administering the 

HSPT (Centre for Higher Education Development, Alternative Admissions 

Research Project) and the Quantitative Literacy tests (Maths department), to 

determine the usefulness of the Health Sciences Placement Test and 

Quantitative Literacy test scores as more reliable predictors of success in tertiary 

studies than matric scores. 

In addition to the rating of their matric and HPST scores, applicants' leadership 

qualities and commitment to community service are assessed by means of a 

Personal Report. Once students have been admitted to the first year of the 

MBChB programme, further testing takes place during the Orientation 

programme. The areas of testing include Quantitative Literacy and computer 

literacy skills. The purpose of these tests is to determine which students are 

required to attend skills-building workshops/tutorials during the first year of the 

MBChB programme. 

The new MBChB curriculum, introduced in 2002, differs from the traditional 

curriculum in terms of teaching methodology. There were several reasons for the 

changes in curriculum. Educational reform of medical curricula had been 

occurring internationally both at the urging of National Professional Councils and 

in response to the World Health Organisation's Alma Ata Declaration on Primary 

Health Care (1978). The reform process at UCT started with the definition of the 

type of medical graduate that the programme would aim to produce, i.e. 
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The curriculum for the MBChB aims to produce a competent, 

undifferentiated doctor with the attitudes, knowledge and skills to 

enter the health care field with confidence. This entails a balance 

between preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative health 

care, in a Primary Health Care setting. It promotes communication 

skills, teamwork, professional values and competent clinical practice, 

in the context of the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Health Care 

systems. The educational approach equips students with critical 

thinking and lifelong learning skills (Faculty Handbook). 

Introduction of the new Problem Based Learning medical curriculum necessitated 

the development of a revised academic support programme for under-prepared 

students, since the traditional ADP would not be compatible with the new 

pedagogy. To eliminate the stigma previously associated with pre-selection, 

alternative admission students now enter the mainstream and only those 

students who fail in the authentic teaching and learning environment of semester 

one of mainstream enter the new support programme, known as the Intervention 

Programme (IP) (Alexander, Badenhorst and Gibbs, 2005) (see Fig. 1). 

RF-FNTFR 

MAINSTREAM 

Semester 
.... 

Semester Semester i::: PASS ~ 

1 of 12 t-- PASS'" 2 of 12 t-- ..... 
3 of 12 

-l -l 

« « u.. u.. 

.... J 1 ... 
IP 1 of 2 IP 2 of 2 vl J ..... 

Figure 1: Student flow from mainstream MBChB programme, through IP, and 

back into mainstream. 
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The Intervention Programme is designed to support educationally disadvantaged 

students entering the MBChB programme. For the purposes of this study, the 

type of school attended and whether English was studied as a first or additional 

language determined 'educational disadvantage'. In South Africa, the public 

school system includes model-C and former DET schools. Former DET schools 

are generally under-resourced in terms of facilities and teachers. Under the 

apartheid education system, model-C schools were for 'white' students and were 

very privileged in terms of resources in comparison with the 'black' DET schools. 

Post-apartheid, the income provided by the government subsidy is supplemented 

at model-C schools by fees from the parents in order to improve the resources 

available. In order to better understand the teaching and learning environment 

experienced by the students at the different types of schools, qualitative data was 

collected during interviews. 

1.2 Context for the study 

The students who participated in this study were registered for the first year of 

the MBChB programme in the Faculty of Health Sciences at UCT, either in the 

mainstream or in the Intervention programme, both of which are semesterised. 

The mainstream programme is comprised of twelve semesters (over six years) 

and the IP is comprised of two semesters. The data was collected between 

October 2005 and March 2006. 

The current admissions policy allows for the admission of approximately 30 of 

200 students via alternative admissions criteria. All students enter the 

mainstream programme, the first year of which is divided into two semesters. 

Should students pass all first semester courses, they progress directly to second 

semester of mainstream. Should students fail any of the first semester courses, 

they are offered a place in IP. At the end of mainstream second semester, 

students who pass all courses progress to third semester of mainstream, while 

those who fail any second semester course may be offered a place in IP or be 

allowed to repeat second semester of mainstream the following year (depending 
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on their entry criteria and other factors). First semester of the mainstream 

MBChB programme has thus been designed as a diagnostic semester in order to 

identify those students needing academic support. As students' performance in 

the first semester courses is what determines whether they continue in the 

mainstream MBChB programme or enter IP, the validity of the assessments is 

crucial. For the purposes of this study, investigating factors that influence 

academic performance, I am assuming that the assessment processes are valid. 

The new MBChB curriculum has a learner/student-centred rather than a teacher

centred approach and is a supported Problem Based Learning (PBL) curriculum. 

Support activities include lectures, tutorials, practicals, dedicated-reading 

resource packs, critical reasoning activities and quantitative literacy exercises. 

PBL uses paper cases, which integrate material from several disciplines. 

For each PBL case, students meet in groups of ten with a trained facilitator and 

follow a specific process over a number of sessions (see Appendix 1: STEPS IN 

THE PBL PROCESS): 

• Step one/Clarify and Define involves the clarification of words, terms or 

phrases that group members are unfamiliar with, and is limited to simple 

definitions. 

• Step two/ldentify Key Issues involves deciding on the key 

issues/problems/questions triggered by the case. 

• Step three/Elaboration of Prior Knowledge focuses on the putting forward 

of ideas, views and explanations for each of the key issues based on 

group members' prior knowledge and "common sense". 

• By the end of the first session, students are required to have drawn up 

learning objectives. 

• Students then have time to seek information from the support activities 

and the reading of textbooks, resource packs and other sources (e.g. 

internet) to share at the second and third sessions, to participate in the 

group activity of meeting the learning objectives. 
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The cases and support materials are compiled by a Design team, and reviewed 

annually. The Design team members also set and mark the assessments. During 

first semester, there are four written and one practical assessment. Students are 

provided with information on how to approach assessments and access past 

question papers. After each assessment, a marking guide is provided and 

students are able to consult subject experts regarding any queries they may 

have. Feedback is given to the class regarding common problems or 

misconceptions identified by the markers. All students who fail the first 

assessment are interviewed to ascertain what intervention is needed. 

Intervention may be in the form of additional assistance with adopting appropriate 

study methods and timetabling or referral to the Undergraduate office for support 

with financial, residential, family, social, language or learning difficulties. 

Appropriate support services that are available include the Language 

Development Unit, Writing Centre, Numeracy Centre, Impilo Students' Society 

and mentors. 

As a result of the altered selection process for entry into IP, academically under

prepared students entering first year MBChB are now faced with two major 

challenges. The first is to make the transition from secondary school to the 

medical academic Discourse without additional academic support, and the 

second is to achieve this by way of an unfamiliar pedagogy, i.e. PBL. I saw the 

supported PBL curriculum as constituting a particular secondary Discourse for 

students and wanted to understand whether the PBL process facilitated the 

acquisition of this Discourse for students from perceived educationally 

disadvantaged backgrounds. 

In 2005, three years from the inception of the new model, it emerged that 

several students identified as "at risk' of entry to the I P on the basis of their 

matric scores passed first semester. Conversely, a number of students who 

would previously have entered the traditional mainstream curriculum failed the 

first semester and entered IP. The question that arises from these observations 
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is what aspects of the primary or secondary Discourses or student identities 

promote academic success in these previously educationally disadvantaged 

students? 

In 2002 I worked as a tutor and PBL facilitator in the Department of Human 

Biology. I tutored in the Anatomy dissection practicals for the last second year 

class of the old curriculum, while facilitating a PBL group in the first year of the 

new curriculum. This was interesting as it provided the opportunity to compare 

and contrast the pedagogies of the two curricula. As a PBL facilitator, I was also 

able to observe first hand the experiences of the students in my group as they 

encountered the challenges related to the new teaching and learning activities. In 

2003 I started courses offered by the Centre for Higher Education Development 

(CHED) in Higher Education Studies while facilitating third and fourth semester 

PBL groups and tutoring in the Anatomy dissection practicals. In 2004 I facilitated 

a fifth semester PBL group and became the Basic Health Sciences (BHS) Strand 

convener for the first year courses, joining the Design Teams for the first to fifth 

semesters. As a result of my reflection on the insight gained from the CHED 

modules, my interactions with colleagues and students in the MBChB 

programme, and my own challenges as a student, I wanted to better understand 

what promoted success, without additional intervention, for those students whose 

admissions criteria suggested that they would require academic support. I 

sought, in particular, to better understand the ways in which the new teaching 

and learning activities that fell within the teaching environment over which I had 

design control impacted on students' academic performance. 

In order to gain understanding of the past Discourses of students and the 

transition process required to master the multiple Discourses of the MBChB 

programme, I chose primarily an interpretive, qualitative methodology. Acquiring 

the Discourses of the MBChB programme requires learning the cognitive and 

linguistic rules of the academic disciplines involved (Paxton, 2004) and the PBL 

pedagogy. In this study I thus sought to understand the factors promoting or 
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hindering acquisition of the Discourses. Issues explored as possibly influencing 

academic success included: 

• difficulties with language and communication that students experienced 

as a result of English being an additional language (EAL) for those having 

been taught at school in Afrikaans, Xhosa, Zulu, Sotho, etc 

• the teaching and learning style experienced at secondary school 

• the opportunities to read and write (in their mother tongue, in vernacular 

English and in specific academic languages) before coming to university 

• dealing successfully with social and affective challenges (see Appendix 2: 

Interview questions for students). 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

There have been studies published which investigate student adjustment to 

university in various disciplines (Liebowitz 2001). In addition there have been 

studies, which focused specifically on the Sciences. Studies in tertiary science 

education and the language of science have been published (Clerk and 

Rutherford 2000, Adendorff and Parkinson 2001). Paxton conducted her in-depth 

qualitative study in the discipline of economics, examining the development of 

economic literacy amongst students and the way in which past Discourses 

influenced the students in the acquisition of the new academic Discourse of 

economics. Paxton aimed to discover how the students' past Discourses could 

be harnessed to allow students a smoother transition to tertiary studies and to 

impact on the way that economic literacy is taught at university (Paxton, 2004). 

Paxton's study rested on the assumption that it is necessary to understand more 

about the linguistic and cultural resources that students bring with them to 

university if we aim to understand the difficulties that students encounter when 

they attempt to gain access to the new academic Discourses and to provide 

students from diverse! educationally disadvantaged backgrounds with increased 

access to tertiary education (Paxton, 2004). 
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My motivation in doing this study was to understand the -context from which 

students entered the MBChB programme and thus inform my own practice as a 

teacher so that I can facilitate the successful acquisition of the academic 

Discourses by the students. It is hoped that the study may also enable 

colleagues working in similar fields to better understand and address the needs 

of students from diverse backgrounds. 

1.4 Research Question 

The research question is: 

What are the experiences and language and learning challenges of students who 

enter the MBChB programme from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds 

and either succeed or fail in passing the first semester? 

This research question incorporates the following subsidiary questions: 

• What are the issues in the teaching and learning environment of the first 

semester course that may impact on success (e.g. the Problem Based 

Learning format which draws on prior experience, scaffolding provided by 

support activities such as tutorials, lectures, guided readings and 

practicals)? 

• What are the difficulties that students encounter in acquiring the new, 

MBChB academic Discourses? 

• What are the personal, home background and schooling issues that may 

impact on success amongst this particular group of students, i.e. what 

past literacy and learning practices are students drawing on? (Paxton, 

2004) 

• How can the knowledge acquired during this study be used to enhance 

students' access to the MBChB Discourses? 
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1.5 Overview of Thesis 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 

This chapter will describe the theories that guided my data collection and data 

analysis. The theories described include the New Literacy Studies theories and 

the socio-cultural theories of knowledge, in particular Gee's (1996) Discourse 

theory. I will also refer to both international and South African perspectives on 

student learning and identity and the challenges students experience related to 

the use of English as an additional language. 

Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology 

This chapter will describe the methodology used in this study. Ethical approval 

for the study was obtained from the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of 

Health Sciences, UCT. Ref: 300/2005. Written consent was obtained from all 

students included in the study (see Appendix 3: Consent form). Anonymity has 

been ensured by means of the use of pseudonyms and confidentiality has been 

strictly upheld. The Methodology chosen is primarily qualitative. The main study 

included data from students who had successfully passed the first semester. This 

data included written assessment scripts, interview transcripts and quantitative 

information such as matriculation scores and Health Sciences Placement Test 

Scores. This triangulation of evidence was collected to strengthen the validity of 

conclusions drawn from the data. The comparative study included the same 

types of data from students who had failed the first semester and entered the 

academic support programme. 

Chapter 4: Analysis of Qualitative data: StUdent Writing in Assessments 

and Interview Data 

Interview data and students' written responses to test (assessment) questions 

were analysed using the theoretical framework of grounded theory. The patterns 
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and trends that were identified during data analysis will be described. Qualitative 

data from successful and unsuccessful students will be compared. 

Chapter 5: Implications and Recommendations 

Trends from the data analyses will be linked with the theoretical framework for 

the study. Implications for teaching and learning within the programme and 

recommendations for further research will be presented. 

References 
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Appendix 3: Consent form 

Appendix 4: Interview questions for staff 

Appendix 5: Examples from Resource packs 

Appendix 6: Data from Interviews with Hulisani and Dube 
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Appendix 9: Qualities of UCT Medical Graduates 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

My research will seek to understand the experiences of students who enter the 

MBChB programme from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds and to 

understand the reasons for their success or failure. In particular, it will focus on 

how students adapt to the academic Discourses of medicine. 

The supported PBL curriculum of the MBChB programme at UCT is an example 

of a secondary academic Discourse that the students in my study are expected 

to master. Actually, the MBChB programme comprises multiple Discourses, as it 

includes several academic disciplines and the PBL pedagogy. 

In linguistics, discourse is any piece of text written or spoken that is longer than a 

sentence. Gee, however, broadens the notion of discourse. He describes 

Discourse as: 

composed of ways of talking, listening, (often, too, reading and 

writing), acting, interacting, believing, valuing, and using tools and 

objects, in particular settings at specific times, so as to display and 

recognize a particular social identity (1996, 128). 

Gee (1996) describes primary Discourses as the home Discourses, acquired 

early in life, which form the base from which later Discourses are acquired. 

Secondary Discourses are those that are acquired from social institutions outside 

of the home. Gough (2000) states that Gee's (1996) distinction between primary 

and secondary Discourses applies in every culture and language. The academic 

Discourse is thus a secondary Discourse. It is important to be aware of and value 

the primary and other Discourses that students may bring with them when 

entering university, as Discourses are closely linked to social identities. 

In acquiring the Discourses required for the MBChB programme, students are 

acquiring secondary Discourses (Gee, 1996). I shall describe the features of the 
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MBChB academic Discourse from various perspectives. I shall listen to what the 

students tell me about the Discourse and the challenges they experience as they 

attempt to master it. I shall draw on what I understand to be the Faculty version 

of the Discourse, as outlined in the MBChB Graduate Profile, and on my personal 

experiences as a lecturer, tutor and facilitator within the Discourse. 

The purpose of this study is to better understand both the primary Discourses 

from which students come and the tacit and explicit features of the secondary 

Discourses that they enter, in order to facilitate mastery of the secondary 

Discourses. 

There are two principles which explain how people gain entry to or mastery of 

secondary Discourses. These are the Acquisition Principle and the Learning 

Principle. 

2.1 The Acquisition Principle 

Gee contends that, for the most part, people master a Discourse through 

acquisition and not through learning. He concludes that 

thus literacy (fluent control or mastery of a secondary Discourse) is a 

product of acquisition, not learning, that is, it requires exposure to 

models in natural, meaningful, and functional settings, and (overt) 

teaching is not liable to be very successful (1996, 144). 

Gee describes teaching that leads to acquisition as 

a master-apprentice relationship in a Discourse wherein the teacher 

scaffolds the students' growing abilities to say, do, value, believe, 

and so forth, within that Discourse, through demonstrating her 

mastery and supporting theirs even when it barely exists (1996, 145). 
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2.2 The Learning Principle 

Teaching that leads to learning, however, 

uses explanations and analyses that break down material into its analytic 

bits and juxtaposes diverse Discourses and their practices to each other, 

Such teaching develops meta-knowledge (1996, 145), 

In many educational environments, these are not discrete but represent parts of 

a continuum whereby some teaching and learning activities integrate both types 

of teaching, Elements of the pedagogy of the MBChB programme are close to 

the acquisition end of the continuum, such as PBl, and others depend on the 

learning principle, e,g, lectures and practicals, My study will explore students' 

experiences of both types of curricular activities. 

The challenge for non-mainstream students. which in South Africa are 

predominantly 'black' students from working class backgrounds, and for their 

teachers, according to Gee, is thus that one is not in a Discourse unless one has 

mastered it and mastery comes about through acquisition, not learning. For many 

students, the acqUisition of the university-based secondary Discourse is 

facilitated by the fact that their primary Discourses have adopted features of this 

Discourse (which their parents have already mastered), and by the lesser conflict 

they feel in acquiring and using this Discourse. For other students, however, the 

acquisition process can be more challenging Facilitating factors in their family 

and school may be absent or their primary Discourses may conflict with the 

secondary Discourse It is likely that this is the case for many of the MBChB 

students In this study who failed in the mainstream These students may be 

further disadvantaged by the fact that traditional classrooms are poor at 

facilitating acquisition, According to Gee, teachers of secondary Discourses can 

facilitate acquisition by making classrooms constitute active apprenticeships in 

academic social practices In theory. the PBl methodology used at UCT values 

and draws on students' primary Discourses by encouraging students to share 
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their prior knowledge regarding key issues. My study will explore whether this 

happens in practice. It will explore both the social contexts (primary Discourses) 

from which the students come as well as the social structures and practices of 

the new Discourse to which they are seeking to gain entry. I will seek to 

understand whether/ how students' pnmary Discourses and the "classrooms" of 

the MBChB programme may assist them in acquiring the MBChB programme 

Discourses with the valuing of critical reasoning skills and self-directed, life-long 

learning. 

Some research has already been done on aspects of the new supported PBL 

curriculum at UCT. Van Pletzen (2006) describes English as additional language 

(EAL) students' reading experiences in the first semester of the MBChB 

programme and the challenges encountered "such as the ... highly individual and 

potentially undermining processes of making sense of texts across unfamiliar 

disciplines and genres" (2006, p114). Psychosocial texts were reported by the 

students to be less accessible than anatomy texts largely because they "direct 

thought inwards (and) may frequently call into question individual readers' 

identities, experience of life in society, or even entire life-worlds" (2006, p121). 

Alexander. Badenhorst and Gibbs (2005) describe the skills development and 

learning activities that are available to students during the Intervention 

Programme, which have been designed to mediate access to texts. Students in 

IP are supported in the transition from simple to more complex tasks, based on 

the progression recommended by Cummins (1996). Cummins advocates the 

promotion of academic language acqUisition by a progression of academic tasks 

from context-embedded, cognitively undemanding to context-embedded, 

cognitively demanding, and then to context-reduced. cognitively demanding. 

Setati (1998) and Kapp (2001) provide insight into the challenges experienced by 

EAL students at university as a result of "code-switching" practices at DET 

schools in South Africa. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that knowing Includes the ability to participate 

centrally in a community of practice and that learning "IS a matter of changing 
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patterns of participation" (1991, p49). Wenger (1998) describes the important role 

of imitation in the Journey from novice to expert! master of a Secondary 

Discourse. This highlights, for me, the pivotal role of the PBL facilitator in 

promoting students' participation in both the PBL and disciplinary Discourses of 

the MBChB programme Process facilitators promote acquisition of the PBL 

Discourse and facilitators who are clinicians or either medical or social scientists 

promote acquisition of the disciplinary academic Discourses. Wenger also states 

that being a member of a community of practice changes one's identity. As such, 

teachers are partners in the meaning-making process who can "open a window" 

into another way of being (1998, p10). 

Northedge (2003) sees the goal of teaching as "enablmg participation in knowing" 

rather than merely transmitting information He describes the teacher's role, as 

subject expert and "established and fluent member of the relevant academic 

community", as enabling learning by 

lending the capacity to participate in meaning. designing well 

planned excursions into unfamiliar discurSive terrain, and coaching 

students in speaking the academic discourse" (2003 169-180). 

Wells (1992) extends the notion by saying that the goal of learning is 

not just the development of the learner's meaning potential, 

conceived as the construction of discipline based knowledge, but the 

development of the resources of action. speech and thinking that 

enable the learner to actively partiCipate effectively and creatively in 

further practical. social and Intellectual activity (1992. 48 as cited by 

Paxton, 2004) 

As a result of such active partiCipation our view of ourselves, that is our 

identities, are changed. 
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Wells' notion of learning as enabling the learner to participate In social and 

intellectual activities and construct an altered view of themselves connects with 

McMillan's (2005) investigation of student identity as a conceptual tool for 

understanding teaching and learning McMillan describes the tension which 

exists for undergraduate 'working class African students' at the University of the 

Western Cape between what constitutes knowledge at university (secondary 

Discourse) and what constitutes knowledge within their own communities 

(primary Discourses) with respect to acquisition and authority McMillan's study 

suggests that working class students are not as well positioned to interpret the 

academic cultural context at the university as are students whose primary 

Discourses are congruent with the dominant social culture at the university. The 

working class students were, however. conVinced of their potential to succeed if 

they were mentored into the culture of the university My study will thus include 

students' experiences of mentonng and changing identity. SOCial identity is 

related to ethnicity. gender. class and specific relationships of power. Pertinent to 

this study, Thesen (1997) found that students described themselves in ways that 

were discrepant from the Institutional categories used to identify and define 

students (race, gender, class, ethnlcity, language) She called for a more 

nuanced understanding of identity and argues that 

identity can be seen as the dynamic interaction between the fixed 

identity categories that are applied to SOCial groupings (such as race, 

gender. ethnlclty language) and the way indiViduals think of 

themselves as they move through the different discourses In which 

these categories are salient (1997, p488). 

Norton Peirce's (1995) notion of social identity IS a poststructuralist one, i.e. 

seeing identity as subject to change. a site of struggle and not singular or static. 

Melanie Walker's (2006) work seems to complement Norton Peirce's (1995) 

theory of social identity her key concept being that Identity IS not fixed, and 
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therefore can be worked with by mentoring to facilitate acquisition. Walker 

describes the experiences of learning of two young working class women 

entering university. She suggests that when students from culturally marginalised 

groups struggle to succeed they might miSinterpret the problem to be within 

themselves rather than the result of a clash of Discourses. Such students then 

come to believe that they are less able to think Intelligently and contribute 

something of value and may also lack the confidence to approach educators for 

assistance. These identified feelings and beliefs will be explored in the interviews 

with students in my study Case and Marshall (2007) have also written about the 

change in identity that is required for successful Discourse acquisition. Thus 

theorists agree that the socially and culturally distinctive student identities that 

have been produced and enacted within primary Discourses are not fixed. 

Students build an academiC discursive identity as they actively participate in the 

community of a secondary Discourse, for example the first year MBChB class at 

UCT. Brickhouse (2007. p15) writes that'learntnQ happens as individuals 

become particular kinds of people" and is accompanied by a process of identity 

development. The use of authentic case scenarios In PBL should thus encourage 

students to engage with their identities as aspirant medical practitioners. 

Bette Davidowitz and Birgit Schreiber (2007) highlight the aspects involved in 

adjustment to university and the value of assisting students in developing the 

necessary life skills reqUired for successful adjustment 

Drawing on the above theoretical framework. I will seek through this study to 

better understand the teaching and learning environment experienced by the 

students at school. the challenges experienced by the students In the secondary 

Discourses of the MBChB curriculum and the ways in which mastery of the 

MBChB Discourses may be facilitated 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Central Research Question 

My central research question is: 

What are the experiences of students who enter the MBChB programme from 

educationally disadvantaged backgrounds and either succeed or fail in passing 

the first semester? 

The following subsidiary questions will be addressed 

• What are the Issues in the teaching and learning environment of the first 

semester course that may impact on success (eg. the Problem Based 

Learning format which draws on prior experience, scaffolding provided by 

support actiVities such as tutorials. lectures. gUided readings and 

practicals)? 

• What are the difficulties that students encounter in acquiring the new, 

MBChB academic Discourses? 

• What are the personal. home background and schooling issues (primary 

Discourses) that may impact on success amongst this particular group of 

students. i.e what past literacy and learning practices are students 

drawing on? (Paxton 2004) 

• How can the knowledge acquired during this study be used to enhance 

students' access to the MBChB Discourses? 

3.2 Research Paradigm 

Kuhn described a paradigm as "the entire constellation of beliefs. values and 

techniques shared by members of a given scientific community" (1970, p10, as 

cited in Scott and Usher. 1996) As such. It follows that the researcher's beliefs 

and values will influence the purpose data gathering and analYSis of the study. 
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Many studies in the basic health sciences are located within a positivist 

paradigm, which regards research as neutral. and prizes objectivity. In the 

positivist paradigm. it is believed that there IS only one reality and the 

knower/researcher and known/subject are seen as independent from one 

another. Generalizations from research studies conducted in the positivist 

paradigm and causal linkages are considered possible (lincoln and Guba, 1985). 

As a result. the focus of research is on methods and outcomes rather than on the 

research process The paradigm that focuses on the research process and on 

meaning is the naturalistic paradigm. An example of this type of research is the 

case study. The assumption in the naturalistic paradigm. in contrast to the 

positivist paradigm. is that reality is not single and objective. but is multiple, is 

constructed by individuals and is time- and context-bound (lincoln and Guba, 

1985). Generalization from research findings may not be as straightforward in 

this paradigm as it IS with research conducted In the positivist paradigm. There 

are, however, advantages to adopting a naturalistic (e.g case study) research 

strategy. Nunan (1992) describes the following five advantages 

• Firstly, the fact that the research is conducted in real life situations makes 

it easier for other practitioners to identify with the Issues raised and 

determine whether the findings are applicable within their contexts. 

• Secondly, several viewpoints (or multiple realities) are presented. thereby 

providing support for alternative interpretations 

• Thirdly, if the research is well conducted. it may provide a database for 

use by subsequent researchers. as is also the case for research in the 

positivist paradigm. 

• Fourthly. such research proVides inSights (understanding of experiences 

and meaning making) that can be useful for staff development. evaluation 

of the teaching and learning environment and policy deciSion-making. 

• Fifthly. data from research conducted In the naturalistic paradigm is 

presented In a format that IS often more accessible to multiple audiences, 

which contributes to the democratization of knowledge and decision

making. 
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Flyvbjerg (2001) suggests that the wealth of detail from real-life situations that is 

provided by research conducted in the naturalistic paradigm is useful for other 

researchers because it both supports a nuanced view of reality and contributes to 

the researcher's learning process in the development of the skills needed for 

sound research. It is the richness of detail described by the naturalistic/ 

qualitative/ interpretive researcher that allows other researchers to assess the 

validity of the reconstructions and Judge whether the findings will fit other 

settings, thereby contributing to the transferability and generalizability of the 

research findings (Davis, 1995). 

Davis (1995) indicates that procedures can be set in place to ensure the 

credibility, dependability and transferability of naturalistic research. Since such 

research typically involves a study of people. she suggests "prolonged 

engagement' and 'perslstent observatIOn" (1995. p445) over a period of a year or 

more. Following these suggestions would allow the necessary time required to 

build trust, learn the culture of those being researched and identify possible 

misunderstanding on the part of any of the research participants Davis describes 

the cyclical process, characteristic of Interpretive studies that Involves data 

collection, the analysis of data, a reflective process of hypothesis formation and 

testing, followed by subsequent. more focused data collection (Lincoln and Guba, 

1985, cited in DavIs. 1995) Through this process a study protocol may require 

revision both in terms of the questions being asked and the theoretical 

perspectives applied to the study This has indeed been the case in this study. 

My prolonged engagement with students as a tutor. facilitator lecturer. advisor 

and then researcher allowed me to realize that data from successful students 

would be insufficient on ItS own to understand the complexities of the hindrances 

to success experienced by those students who were not successful. As a result 

the main stUdy was broadened to Illclude a comparative study group of students 

who had not been successful In passing the first semester examinations and my 

research question, as stated in 31. developed from the initial question "What are 
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the factors promoting success for alternative admissions students in passing the 

first semester of the MBChB programme?" 

A critical issue for this study was the choice of students against whom the main 

study group would be compared The first group considered were those students 

admitted to mainstream MBChB on the standard admissions criteria and who 

were successful in semester one Comparing the primary Discourses and 

experiences in meeting the challenges of the supported PBL MBChB curriculum 

of the two groups of successful students may have been helpful in identifying 

similarities that were associated with success. The second group considered was 

those students admitted via alternative admissions criteria and who were not 

successful in semester one The latter group was chosen because it was thought 

that comparison against this group would be most illuminating with respect to 

those features that promoted success for educationally disadvantaged students. 

My research question (3 1) Indicates that I am also interested in improving 

educational practice Merriam (1988) suggests that 

case study IS often the best methodology for addressing problems 

related to educational practice In which understanding is sought to 

improve practice and to gain an in depth understanding of the 

situation and ItS meaning for those Involved (1988. xiii) 

Yin (1984) states that case studies are the strategy to adopt when asking "how" 

or "why" research questions Consequently. I have chosen to use primarily an 

embedded multiple-case study design that follows a replication logiC in a 

naturalistic (interpretive, qualitative) paradigm as my methodological approach 

when exploring the experiences of students who enter the teaching and learning 

environment of a first semester university course from educationally 

disadvantaged backgrounds 
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3.3 Principles of research emerging from the naturalistic 

paradigm 

The data from my study will be analysed by identifying and comparing trends that 

emerge from the successful and unsuccessful groups of students. Case study 

theorists Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe theory which 'emerges from the 

data" as grounded theory. Davis (1995) states that Interpretive qualitative (or 

naturalistic) research uses the "analytic Inductive method'. identifying frequently 

occurnng events based on the data She encourages the use of detailed 

categorization of patterns and representative evidence of the patterns (e.g. 

quotes. documents) to establish credibility. I would describe my research as 

being based on grounded theory In contrast IS research design that has been 

guided by a preliminary theory that was constructed prior to data collection, as 

favoured by Yin (2003). As a dual teacher and researcher. I have immersed 

myself in the context in which students find themselves during the first semester 

of the MBChB programme at UCT I plan to describe the experiences, as related 

to me by students. and gradually develop (grounded) theOries to make sense of 

the data that I gather during the study. The theories that emerged will be 

discussed in Chapter 5 (Implications and Recommendations). This is congruent 

with an inductive approach as described by DaVIS (1995) and lincoln and Guba 

(1985). Eisenhardt (1989) describes the process of building theory from case 

study research as occurring in a series of steps from specifying the research 

question to reaching closure The process she describes as highly iterative and 

tightly linked to the data, resulting In a theory which IS empirically valid 

As the researcher. I seek to gain as holistic an understanding as possible of the 

context of each of the students who participate In the study The context of the 

teaching and learning environment of thiS study IS deScribed In Chapter 1. The 

home and school contexts of the students interviewed Will be described in 

Chapter 4 
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My role as researcher is both complicated and enhanced by my dual role as a 

teacher. Understanding the selection process. the design and implementation of 

the course content. the administration and assessment practices and the 

challenges encountered by members of the class who approach me for academic 

assistance over the course of the semester enhances my ability. as a researcher, 

to appreciate aspects of the academic context experienced by the students in my 

study. Theoretically the possibility eXists that students may be hesitant to 

express criticism of the teaching and learning activities or may say what they 

think I want to hear in the Interviews because of who I am - a teacher and a 

middle-aged, white woman from a middle class background Ivanic (1998, p24) 

refers to the importance of the "social relations. which are set up for us as a 

consequence of our social class. ethnictly gender physical build. abilities and 

disabilities". As an interviewer. I have been explicit about my role being that of a 

Masters student. conducting research for a degree In Higher Education Studies, 

rather than a lecturer/assessor I have taken care to reassure students that their 

participation or non-participation In the study will not affect their academic 

standing. have ensured that confidentiality and anonymity are strictly 

maintained. eg. by refering to Hle students only by pseudonyms I recognize that 

the role of researcher includes gaining the trust of and bUilding rapport with the 

subjects of a study (lincoln and Guba 1985) My hope was that my Interactions 

with the students over the course of the first semester had been such that they 

would trust me in the Interview process 

Further methods that were employed to enhance validity (Kvale. 1996) included 

obtaining feedback from students and peer review by cOlleagues within the 

faculties of Health Sciences and Humanities at UCT and the faculty of Dentistry 

at the University of the Western Cape (UWC) Feedback from colleagues after 

presentations of my research and dUring indiVidual Interviews. both formal and 

informal, was incorporated into the research 
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Yin states that "a finding can be said to be more accurate when based on several 

sources" (2003, cited in Crouch, 2006) In my study triangulation occurs in terms 

of data sources. perspectives on data and methods I included in my study 

quantitative data, such as admission test scores. and qualitative data, both from 

interviews with students and from analysis of their written assessment scripts. 

sought both student and staff perspectives on the interview data obtained. 

3.4 The Research Process 

3.4.1 Ethical Issues 

The Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health SCiences approved this 

study. This required the submission of a research proposal. which had been 

reviewed for scientific content by the Human Biology departmental research 

committee. as the students to be Interviewed were registered in the Department 

of Human Biology. Pseudonyms were used and other measures were employed 

(as outlined in 3.4.2 and 34 3) to ensure that the rights of the students to 

anonymity and confidentiality were protected 

3.4.2 Main Study 

Sample selection was purposive for the main case study In order to increase the 

range of data obtained Thus. of the 26 students who entered semester one of 

the MBChB programme via alternative admissions criteria. I selected the six 

students who had obtained the highest marks at the end of the first semester Life 

Cycle course to be part of my main research case study. It was anticipated that 

these students would best exemplify the experiences of successful students. 

An email was sent to each student. explaining the purpose of the study and 

asking the student to come for an interview The students were In the second 

semester at this stage and I was the deputy course convener I interacted with 

the students regularly as a lecturer a tutor dUring practical sessions and an 

advisor. Students were paid for their Interview time Five of the students 

responded to my request and came for an interview A semi-structured interview 
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was conducted with each student During the interview the role of various 

potential issues associated with academic success was explored. The issues that 

were explored had been identified from the literature reviewed These included 

students' secondary education personal background (family coping skills, 

identity, adjustment to university) and the teaching and learning environment of 

the first year programme The interviews were taped I tranSCribed the taped 

interviews myself The quotes used from the Interview records reflect the 

grammar used by the students In order to illustrate their use of English Interview 

questions for the semi-structured Interviews are in Appendix 2 

3.4.3 Comparative Study 

Analysis of data from the academically successful students showed that the 

majority came from families where one or both parents were university graduates 

with professional careers The students indicated that they did not have any 

difficulty with the language of the prescnbed course readings Studying medicine 

was their own choice. rather than a parents expectation. These students 

managed their time well, drew on many of the resources available at the 

university were able to look for and recognise patterns In the academic reading 

materials and demonstrated understanding in their wntten assessments. 

Because I felt I needed a richer. more nuanced understanding of the experiences 

of the first year students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds, I 

decided to expand my research question and Include data from academically 

unsuccessful stUdents as a comparative study I felt that this would give greater 

depth to the enquiry and indicate which Issues Influencing the success of 

students in the main study group were absent from the experiences of the 

unsuccessful students. The same questions were used dUring the semi

structured Interviews With the unsuccessful students in the comparative study as 

had been used with the successful students In the main study Interview 

questions for the semi-structured Interviews are In AppendiX 2 
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Of the 26 students who entered semester one of the MBChB programme via 

alternative admissions criteria. I selected the seven students who had failed the 

first semester Life Cycle course for inclusion in the comparative study. These 

seven students were contacted by email. as for the main study group. One 

student responded and was interviewed In October. before the students left UCT 

for the year. In February, students were again sent emails Inviting them to come 

for an interview. However. no students responded and most of the emails were 

returned undelivered A second email was sent out. as It was thought that the 

power failures experienced at that time might be responsible for the non-delivery 

of the initial emails. The reason for choosing email as the route of inviting 

students was to avoid identifYing students to others and to make it easy for them 

to decline the invitation. should they not feel comfortable about coming. When 

there was no response to the second set of emails. I reluctantly printed hard 

copies of the letters and asked one of the Intervention Programme lecturers to 

hand them to the students. After two weeks I had stili not had a response. Then 

one of the students who had received a letter requesting an Interview came to 

see me to find out what sort of questions I was planning to ask After seeing the 

questions. she said that she would be happy to be Interviewed but. as the 

following week was assessment week. she would contact me later to set a date 

for the interview. I discussed the pOSSible reasons for the lack of response with 

this student and with the IP staff It was agreed that I would make a presentation 

to the class in the week following the assessments. explaining the purpose and 

methodology of the study SIX students then made appointments for interviews. 

Students were paid R40 for the hour spent being interviewed 

My perceptions of why this process was so difficult are as follows: these students 

were not accessing their emalls or the web-based learning environment regularly 

due to their lack of familiarity with the technology This was problematic for them 

as it meant that they also missed announcements and study material that was 

provided by lecturers In addition. these students were reluctant to be singled out 
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from the group and questioned as they were sensitive about having to leave the 

mainstream class and being placed In the Intervention Programme (Chapter 4) 

The possible bias that may have been introduced by the fact that these students 

were Interviewed In their second year of study IS that more time would have 

passed since their expenences of life Cycle 

The following is a comparative table of student profiles The table includes the 

students' Matric scores (maximum = 48) Health SCiences Placement Test 

(HSPT) results (maximum = 40) deciles achieved for components of the HSPT, 

i.e. PTEEP, MACH, MCOM and SRT (1 st decile = highest). Quantitative literacy 

(QL) test results. Matnc English symbol as 1 st or 2nd language. life Cycle (LC) 

final mark. Basic Health SCiences (BHS) practical mark. the type of school 

attended (Model C or ex-OET) and the occupation of the students' parents 

(professional/P or non-professlonaI/N-P) 
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Unsuccessful Students Successful Students 

Kho Jac Irusen Hulisani Gawa Fune Elias Dube Cele Busi Andile Student 
sa ob ka Pseudonym 

38 38 40 42 43 37 40 40 40 41 41 Matric score 
.. _ .. - --

15 27 21 N/A 25 N/A 30 31 38 27 37 HSPT 
~--- ------

51. 42.5 50.0 64.2 45.8 57.5 76.7 66.7 75,8 QL 
-------- L~ __ ----------r--- ---- -- -_ .. -. ------~---- -_._----"._.- _. 
8 6 5 N/A 4 N/A 5 2 1 6 2 PTEEP 

l~--~ 
decile 

----- ------- ------- -- --- - -- -- ------ - -~-
.. _-_.- - ------- r-~--~--- _._---

4 1 6 N/A 3 N/A 2 3 2 1 3 MACH decile 
--- ------ --- -- - -~-~-----I--------~------- ~-- - - ------~- -----~---I---~-~--- 1------ .. --~----

7 6 8 N/A 4 N/A 4 2 2 5 1 MCOM 
decile 

------ - ... _ .. _- 1-- -----~--- ----- --.-- ---_._--_._,._._- --_. __ ._.- ---I----~-~-- - -------- --

10 4 4 N/A 8 N/A 3 6 1 5 1 SRT decile 
-------- r---- -- --- --- --- - - ---- -~- ---- --~---- ~-- ---- -- ---~- ------ -------- --------- ... - .. _ .. -- r-------~-- ~-~-------

D~2 B~2 B - 2 B - 2 B ~ 1 A~2 C - 1 A~2 B ~ 1 English 
------ r--~--- -----~---- ~----------- ---_ .. ----- ------ ---- ---- ---------_._--_.- --r---~-t-----.~-- -~-

53 45 41 39 42 33 63 62 62 61 62 LC Final 
-------- 1------ r-- --~----

_ .. _." _. _ .. __ . ----".- ---------"-- _. 
~----.-.--~- ~----.-. 

28 46 26 43 63 33 68 57 55 63 53 BHS prac 
-- -

Ex~ N/A Ex~ Ex~DET N/A Ex~ Model Ex~ Model Ex~ Model Type of 
DET DET DET C DET C DET C school 

N~P N~P N-P Teacher, Teacher, N/A P P P N/A P Parent 
qualification qualification ocCupation 
unknown unknown 
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Two of the three staff members who had worked closely with the alternative 

admissions and ADP students were interviewed The staff Interviews were 

conducted during the time between the completion of the main study and the 

start of the new academic year. when I planned to complete the student 

interviews with the comparative study group The third staff member was 

overseas over this period I was Interested in obtaining my colleagues' 

interpretation of the issues InfluenCing success and their feedback on the 

appropriateness of the student interview questions and on the data analysis 

already completed for the main study group The questions asked in the staff 

interviews are in Appendix 4 

3.4.5 Written data used 

Written data from the assessment papers of students within both groups was 

analysed with respect to vocabulary grammar coheSion and structure, as 

described by Fairclough (1992) ThiS was an additional data source that was 

used to enhance the validity of the theories emerging from the interview data 

analysis. especially regarding the role of language Issues In acquisition of the 

academic Discourse. I sought to determine whether students were struggling with 

English as an additional language or with the language of the specific disciplines 

assessed. via a more detailed discourse analysis 

3.4.6 Analysis of data 

The interview data was analysed for the Identification of patterns and trends, as 

per the theoretical framework of grounded theory (lincoln and Guba, 1985). The 

trends identified from Interview data from successful and unsuccessful students 

were compared I followed the steps of analYSIS described by Kvale (1996. 

pp189-190). i. e. analysing students descriptions of their experiences. students' 

discovery of new meanings In their experiences. interveiwer interpretation of the 

meaning described by the interviewee and confirmation or disconfirmation of the 

interpretation "on-the-spot". interpretation of the transcribed Interview by the 

interviewer. structuring and clarifYing the material. making it amenable to 

analysis. Kvale (1996) differentiates five main approaches to analysis of the 
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meanings of interviews. These approaches are condensation. categorization. 

narrative structuring. interpretation. and ad hoc methods" (1996. p190). 

Students written responses to assessment questions were analysed both from 

the perspective of a marker and for language usage 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF QUALITATIVE DATA: 

STUDENT WRITING IN ASSESSMENTS AND INTERVIEW 

DATA 

4.1 Interview Data 

My aim in doing this study was to understand the context from which students 

entered the MBChB programme and thus Inform my own practice as a teacher so 

that I can facilitate the successful acquisition of the academiC Discourses by the 

students. The interviews were useful in gaining Insights Into the social and 

educational contexts from which the students came The semi-structured 

interview format was also used to Investigate the students experiences within the 

first semester of the academic Discourse of the MBChB programme. In order to 

enhance access for these students. I sought to understand the challenges 

experienced within the first semester teaching and learning environment, which 

might impact on success in acqulnng the Discourse 

There were two main categones Into which the trends that emerged from 

analysis of the student interview data could be grouped These were PBL-related 

and language-related challenges The Issues contributing to each of these 

categories will be described below 

4.1.1 PBL-related data 

On the issue of the PBL sessions. the interview data showed strong contrasts 

between the attitudes and responses of successful and unsuccessful students. 

In chapter 1, the context of the new MBChB cUrriculum IS described Briefly, the 

new curriculum entails a student-centred rather than teacher-centred approach 

with a supported PBL pedagogy Supportive activities Include lectures, practicals 

and tutorials. For the PBL sessions. students meet In groups of ten, with a 

facilitator At the first session. they draw up learning objectives based on a paper 

case At subsequent PBL sessions. students share and discuss Information 
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accumulated from their reading of the resource pack textbooks. other sources 

(e.g. the Internet, subject experts) and the supportive activities (lectures. pratical 

sessions and tutorials) 

The PBL facilitators are trained in the philosophy (concept) and process of PBL 

learning and the specific approach to PBL used in the MBChB programme at 

UCT, i.e. Supported Problem Based Learning. The role of the facilitator, as 

outlined in the Facilitators' Guide 2002. p5. is to "act as activator challenger role 

model, reflector. evaluator". "to help students develop confidence In their own 

abilities" and "the process of Problem Based Learning The facilitator should 

"ensure that each student IS contributing to the group process" The aim is that 

"by the end of the first semester. students should feel confident with their roles in 

the PBL process". The group agrees on ground rules to be adopted. including 

"say what IS on your mlf7d.its OK to disagree with other group members'~ 

"there is no such thing as a stupid idea or question ". "it IS Important to express 

your thoughts", "encourage other members to participate', "fulfil your group 

responsibilities", Lack of participation by a student IS one of the common group 

problems that might be experienced FaCilitators are given guidance in handling 

tricky situations (critical incidents) and are encouraged to share their challenges 

and possible solutions at ongoing facilitator training sessions. It is also 

recommended that facilitators ask the members of their PBL group to protect the 

ground rules that the group has drawn up and to deCide on suitable 

consequences when rules are broken Perhaps one of the reasons that 

facilitators may still experience difficulty In implementing what seems to be an 

appropriate philosophy IS that the PBL pedagogy contrasts qUite radically with 

anything that ex-Department of Education and Training (DET) students have 

experienced at school. 

Comparing the responses from successful and unsuccessful students to the 

interview questions related to PBL Identified the following patterns and trends, 

Pseudonyms have been used for the attribution of quotes 
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Successful students described a process of gradual adjustment to the demands 

of the Problem based learning cUrriculum of the life Cycle course. Dube and 

Andile (pseudonyms) described their experiences of PBL as "at first very 

intimidating. but you became used to it and it became very enlightemng" Elias, 

another successful student was at first "scared of questions. but saw that others 

would chip in and help with the answe( 

All six unsuccessful students. however. reported continuing to struggle with the 

practice of PBL throughout the semester '1 found myself belf7g lost .. " (Irusen); 

"baSically I feel intimidated' (Hulisanl) 

The Discourse of the PBL sessions IS the secondary Discourse of the MBChB 

curriculum at UCT. with students being expected to participate by listening. 

asking, challenging, questioning and sharing opinions and Information (Appendix 

C, Supported Problem-based Learning Facilitators GUide. by EDU, 2005). 

Drawing on Gees Discourse theory. I would suggest that the relative ease with 

which successful students adjusted to PBL is that their primary Discourses may 

have been closer to the MBChB secondary Discourses than was the case for the 

unsuccessful students 

The following are the explanations given by students for their difficulty with PBL: 

Understanding the practices 

Several of the unsuccessful students stated that they didn't understand the PBL 

"system". Funeka said "I failed because I dldn t clearly get to know what to do". 

As an experienced PBL faCilitator draWing on the detailed deSCriptions students 

provided in the interViews of their responses to the PBL experience during Life 

Cycle, I concluded that. despite the preparation for PBL received during their 

orientation period. several unsuccessful students experienced difficulty and delay 

in developing the skills and attributes necessary for effective group interaction. 

The skills required for effective group Interaction include fluency in English, 
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scribing, chairing. preparation by reading and synthesIs of resource material and 

trust in the group contract Hullsanl expressed It thus "I didn't understand the 

PBL system, I didn t know what was happening. what IS It about': "I was not an 

active member, I got the feeling that maybe I am the stupid one because all the 

other members seemed to be understandll7g evelythll7g 

The quotes above concur with Walker's (2006) descrtptlon of the experience of 

working class students at university. with students from culturally marginalized 

groups misinterpreting the problem to be within themselves and believing that 

they are less able thall others In the group to think Intelligently and contribute 

something of value Rao and Walton (cited In Walker 2006) suggest that 

decoding how higher education works and what IS expected of them is "harder for 

working class students who lack the familial and schooling codes. which might 

assist successful transitions'. 

Group work 

Successful students foulld that although It reqUired adjustment to work in a 

group, It was useful to see how others tackled questions 

The PBL experiences of successful students seem to support Gee's acquisition 

principle (1996) - they master the Discourse by being exposed to models in 

functional settings without overt teachlllg The role of the faCilitator in PBL is that 

of a master demonstrating ability to an apprentice Wenger's research (1998) 

revealed the usefulness of peer learnlllg as part of the apprentice model - older, 

more experienced peers teaching novice peers As PBL groups are diverse in 

terms of age. gender, race, Matrtc scores and type of schooling of the members, 

these groups could provide a forum for peer learning 

Unsuccessful students were ullable to acquire the PBL Discourse by the end of 

the first semester The adjustment from working alone at school to working in a 

group during the first semester, In PBL, lectures and study groups, was 

experienced as an insurmountable challenge, It would appear that the practices 

from the unsuccessful students' prtmary Discourses were very different to those 
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required in the MBChB secondary Discourses, as illustrated by the quotes, which 

follow "We are not used to sit with a group and come with your views and like 

the thing we do with PBL - so that was new' (Khosa) 'I am not one of those 

guys that is doing group work" (Hulisani) 

Pace 

Unsuccessful students reported that they struggled to keep up with other 

members of their PBL group In addition to not understanding the content 

knowledge (from readings and other supportive actiVities) that was discussed 

during the PBL seSSions, several students stated that they needed a slower pace 

in order to participate in or gain from the PBL session. Jacob stated "I never had 

the courage to say okay guys you are going too fast or guys I don't understand 

thaf'. Similar experiences were reported by Irusen. Hullsam Funeka and Khosa. 

Pace in PBL sessions may have been a language issue EAL students could not 

keep up with the pace of the discussion in English EVidence from the written 

assessments of unsuccessful students supports the Issue of pace being a 

stumbling block. For Instance. some of the unsuccessful students left out 

questions or even whole sections of the assessment paper due to time 

constraints 

Preferred Teaching and Learning ActiVities (TLA) 

The successful students enjoyed all teaching and learning activities, PBL 

sessions. tutorials. practicals and lectures whereas the unsuccessful students 

wanted more lectures and also workshops on how to go about things. When 

asked in the interView what advice he would give to staff or other students, 

Funeka said.· .. to really really give them workshops on how to go about these 

things. Not necessarily to tell them like If I give you this question. you should 

answer like this. But, like, you know. how to engage ... because I found myself 

being lost ... so it would be better if we are being advised how to go about it". 
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The preference of the unsuccessful students for lectures and workshops seems 

to indicate the need for teaching according to Gee's Learning principle (1996) -

making the practices of the secondary Discourse explicit to those attempting to 

master it. 

Reading 

Students are expected to read and draw from several sources in order to meet 

the learning objectives These sources Include a selection of readings that have 

been included in the resource packs that students receive at the start of each 

PBL case. chapters In the prescribed textbooks and any references that students 

access on their own. e g books and journal articles from the library or internet 

searches. The readings In the resource packs are selected by the design team 

from several different genres e g Journal articles. a variety of textbooks and 

internet reference sites The multiplicity of writing styles. social contexts and 

intended audiences of the resource materials further complicated the reading 

process for the students Examples of readings illustrating the type and range of 

language used. are to be found In Appendix 5 

The successful students described an active reading process - looking for 

keywords with the purpose of ullderstanding the work and being able to answer 

their Learning Objectives The successful students also referred to the glossaries 

provided in order to better understand the disciplinary language According to 

Gee (1996). facilitation of a secondary Discourse IS likely to occur when the 

individual's primary Discourse has already adopted features of the secondary 

Discourse. These successful students were dOing what IS expected within the 

secondary Discourse with respect to reading practices. which suggests to me 

that their primary Discourses were faCilitating mastery of the secondary 

Discourse. In chapter 6 I will discuss the ways in which the successful students' 

primary Discourses of home and school facilitated access to the academic 

Discourse of the MBChB programme 
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By contrast, the practices of the primary Discourses of the unsuccessful students 

with respect to accessing resource materials at school were markedly different to 

the practices expected of students In the secondary Discourse of the MBChB 

programme The students who were unsuccessful said In their interviews that at 

school they had been given notes prepared by their teachers rather than having 

been required to read and summarise a variety of resources In order to make 

their own learning materials (notes) The unsuccessful students reported that 

they found the language of the readings difficult 'the way things were expressed 

as compared with the way I've been used to Its a bit difficult for me" (Funeka) (cf 

Language). 

Van Pletzen (2006) reports Hlat the students from the Intervention Programme 

(those who had failed the first semester of the MBChB programme) did not 

anticipate having to spend such a large proportion of their time reading. Neither 

did they realise the cognitive and emotional demands that reading would make of 

them. They experienced challenges such as 

the unfamiliar and unspoken codes of new disciplines of study and 

the highly Individual and potentially undermining processes of 

making sense of texts across unfamiliar disciplines and genres 

(2006 114) 

Accessing support 

The successful students didn't feel the need to make use of the student mentors 

allocated, but were proactive In making contact with students from higher years 

in the residences in which Hley were staYing They got advice from these 

students concerning prevIous papers and questions Important tOPICS and the 

approach required Successful students engaged In peer learning. as described 

by Wenger (1998) Busl reported making use of students from other years, in 

residence. Andile spoke of the helpfulness of uSing dlsclpltnary language when 

talking about work with friends Cele belonged to a study group "to help each 
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other out" in preparing for PBL He also got advice from older students regarding 

"readings, important tOPICS ... and approach" Elias stated that he formed a study 

pair and that they "filled in each others gaps' The study partner was from 

another PBL group and gave him an idea of the depth that that PBL group went 

into. Elias did find his mentor. a second year student. helpful" (he) told me 

things that were usefuf'. He also JOined SOCieties. eg the Impilo Students' 

Society (ISS) where he was given past papers and helped with preparation for 

assessments 

The unsuccessful students knew about the societies and some of them were 

aware of the student mentorstllp programme but they did not make use of these 

resources. These students stated that they were reluctant to ask for help. 

Hulisani reported in his interview that he felt strongly that he wanted to make it on 

his own. He said'! came with the attitude I am gOll7g to go through this alone -

I'm going to be a docto( When asked whether staff could have been more 

helpful, he said " ... the staff are dOll7g their best - they can't know what I am 

struggling with 117 my room. I must ask. not even the staff. ask the students - I am 

stuck here can you help me lVltll this. thats where like I lost It. I lost it" Irusen 

said he did not approach other students. e g second years. in residence 

because of shyness and pride "I never asked anyone cos I feel like if I ask they 

wil/like see me as this stupid person' Another unsuccessful student. Khosa, was 

aware of voluntary third year tutors III her reSidence. butdldn '[ make use of it 

that much" Jacob explained In his Interview that hedldnt use any of those 

things, didn't use other students last year - mediCS and IPs even though they 

were there or ISS' as he was 'not Llsed to going to ask for help' After six months 

in IP, he stated. "now I am comfoltable gOll7g to people - there are two or three 

that I feel comfortable with ". 

Again, the reluctance desCribed by the ullsuccessful students to approach others 

for assistance is similar to that described by Walker (2006) in her study of 

working class students entering university. One of Walkers case study students 
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was in a position where teaching methods at her school had not prepared her 

well for the pedagogy and academic codes of higher education. Although she 

worked hard. her lack of confidence made her reluctant to approach her 

educators for assistance and thus her performance was mediocre. All of the 

unsuccessful students that I IIltervlewed expressed feeling a lack of confidence in 

themselves during the first semester. which interfered with their ability to access 

the support that was available to students. 

Time Management and Study Skills 

The timetable for first semester Includes Self-Directed Learning (SOL) time 

during the daily teaching and learning activity programme Students are expected 

to use thiS time to read. make notes and prepare for reporting back on the 

learning objectives at PBL seSSIOllS. In addition. It IS antiCipated that students will 

need to spend at least two hours per day on reading and studying after 

timetabled hours 

The students from the successful group found that they had enough time to study 

and that they made use of the SOL time dunng the day to answer their Learning 

Objectives and prepare for PBL 

Those in the unsuccessful group reported a lack of diSCipline in sticking to their 

study timetables and working consistently The unsuccessful students said in 

interviews that other Interests such as playing sport and watching TV easily 

distracted them Some. e g Jacob struggled to be self-motivated as they were 

used to there "always being someone telling you to work. now you have to fend 

for yourself which is difficult If you are not used to It Jacob further described his 

difficulties as follows ·w/7at I found was a problem was tllne management - as a 

student you tend to lose that ability to control time. to pnorltise work consistently, 

stick to study timetable· 

With respect to study skills. r)llnd mapping IS a useful aid to learning. The 

usefulness of mlnd-nlapplng as a study tool IS due to the structure that it 
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provides. assisting students to organise large amounts of knowledge in a 

hierarchy. Students who use mind-mapping as a study technique thus have an 

overview of how the content knowledge fits together and find it easier to recall 

information to use dUring assessments Three of the five successful students 

reported uSing mind-mapping as a study aid dUring first semester. whereas none 

of the unsuccessful students did A workshop on time management and study 

skills is provided to all students early In semester one A senior staff member 

demonstrates the technique and usefulness of mind-mapping. It may be that the 

successful students made use of the learning opportunity whereas the 

unsuccessful students did not. Alternatively. the successful students may have 

been taught this skill at school The unsuccessful students may have been to the 

workshop but been either unwilling or unable to change well-entrenched study 

habits. i.e. the rote-learning and drilling that provided success in Matric 

examinations Such students may require further opportunities to practice mind 

mapping in small groups and with familiar material. 

The different experiences of time management and study skills. ego mind 

mapping, as described by the two groups of students again reflect the 

tremendous challenges faced by the students from the unsuccessful group as 

they struggled with the contrasts between the practices In their schools and those 

in the university. The majority of the students In the unsuccessful group had 

completed their schooling in former DET schools These schools were notorious 

for inefficiency and under-funding (Thesen and van Pletzen. 2006). The 

discontinuities between school and university discourse practices for students 

from such schools are illuminated by Kapp (2001). Practices at former DET 

schools include the limited use of English as the medium of instruction and the 

resultant reliance on code sWitching the reliance of some students on external 

rather than Internal motivation and dlsclplille derision for those who make 

mistakes and a lack of interdisCiplinary work. This contrasts markedly with the 

PBL MBChB prograrnille Discourse where students are expected to be self-
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motivated and to actively participate In group work. with the premise that there is 

no such thing as a stupid question and to utilise English exclUSively. 

Coping and Identity Change 

In response to the question what helped you to cope successful students 

reported being able to deal with the stress and Just get on with their studies. Their 

coping strategies Included making a Joke belieVing In God. enjoying the small 

things and seeing things In perspective - finding a balance between work and 

sport/ other activities Students from Hie unsuccessful group. however, reported 

social/ affective problems related to being away from home and feeling that they 

were not in control of the situation 

Funeka (an unsuccessful studelit) described her experience thus. ". you get 

new friends. get new people expenence varsity life and because you are far 

away from home and you are far away from your parents its like you find a new 

ID (identity)" This suggests that the social practices of the pnmary Discourses 

from which the students In the unsuccessful group come are disparate from 

those of the dominant secondary Discourse of the MBChB programme at UCT. 

The unsuccessful students seem to be manifesting signs of an Identity crisis. 

Norton Peirce (1995) amongst other theOrists emphasises the centrality of the 

relationship between commitment to learning and the social Identity constructed 

by the learner Wells (1999). too. asserts the link between learning and identity 

by saying. 

It is not simply our view of the world that IS constructed in the 

discourses in which we participate but our view of ourselves. our 

values and our very Identities (1999 120 Cited In Paxton. 2004) 

Research conducted by Scollon and Scollon (1981) and Heath (1983) confirmed 

that changes In a persons Discourse patterns as they acquire a new form of 
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literacy involve a change In Identity The changed Identity may conflict with the 

person's initial acculturation and socialization. resulting in affective challenges. 

The process of Identity change described by the students In the unsuccessful 

group from my study may thus be contributing to the delay they experienced in 

mastering the academic Discourse 

4.1.2 Language-related challenges 

Language is a key ingredient in learning and conceptualisation. Several of the 

students interviewed expressed having struggled with language. On further 

questioning. the Issue of language emerged as a complex Interplay between the 

challenges faced by the students as speakers and writers of EAL. in an English

medium university and the challenges experienced in learning to understand and 

use appropriately the language of the diSCiplines of the first semester course, i.e. 

the Basic Health SCiences (BHS) alld Psychosocial disciplines. Although there is 

a great deal of overlap between the difficulties related to uSing EAL and those 

related to mastering the disciplinary languages. I have chosen to describe and 

analyse the language-related Interview data according to the following two 

categories 

1 EAL issues 

2. The language of the dlSClplilles (acquIring the Discourses) 

EAL issues 

Unsuccessful students reported feeling 'lntenor and IlIntted by having to speak If7 

English" (Gawa) They explained that at school It was acceptable to switch from 

English to Zulu. Sotho or Xhosa when clarifYing but that thiS was not so in PBL. 

The lack of code SWitching in PBL had a constraining effect on participation by 

EAL students 'Engllsh IS our second language so we are not used to sit and 

speak with Eng/ish. because our teachers. In our school the teachers are Sothos 

and Xhosa so they Just speak their language They Just speak English when they 
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are teaching only And If we don t understand somethmg. we Just clarify it in our 

language" (Khosa). Hullsanl described a similar expenence at school and, as a 

result. " .. English - It was one of those major problems for me". Students 

reported lack of retention due to the foreignness of the language (English). 

Hulisani said to express somethlflg It IS not that easy sometimes I would 

have like an Idea. so are you gOing to be able to say It I don"[ know what it was 

happening I understood the concepts but It was gOing out of my mind. it was an 

emotional expenence for me" 

These students are describing the practice they are familiar with of code 

sWitching, which. according to Setatl IS common In most South African 

classrooms (Setatl 1998) but which lecturers do not practice at UCT. Code 

switching "is when an indiVidual (more or less deliberately) alternates between 

two or more languages (Baker 1993 cited In Setatl 1998) Code switching may 

be practised for a number of reasons. eg to facilitate understanding of new 

concepts. for affective reasons and to familiarize learners with the language of 

evaluation (Setatl 1998) The quotes illustrate the struggles of EAl speaking 

students to cope With the Increased demands of the MBChB programme for 

fluency in verbal and written English usage They also reflect the challenges 

presented by the lack of code-switching practices by lecturers. PBl facilitators 

and peers at UCT 

The language of the AcademiC Disciplines (acquIring the disciplinary 

Discourses) 

The multiple Discourses of the MBCtlB programme formed one of the barriers to 

success for all students Students reported finding the BHS Discourse easier 

than the Psychosocial Discourse because of haVing studied biology at school 

and because of the uniform language of the prescribed readings from the 

textbooks. All of the students Interviewed reported that they found the 

Psychosocial Discourse challenging, as thiS was a new Discourse. The 

prescribed Psychosocial readings were Wide-ranging III terms of language usage 
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and genres and Included for example extracts from textbooks. journal articles, 

manuals for health professionals and policy documents Intended for a variety of 

audiences (Van Pletzen. 2006). 

The successful students stated that they acquired fluency by practising the use of 

the disciplinary languages when talking about work wlHl friends 

Unsuccessful students are fairly familiar with the BHS Discourse because they 

have done biology at school These students found It very difficult to express 

themselves In the Psychosocial Discourse. espeCially in assessments when 

asked to apply theOries and link them to the case Funeka stated ''The problem 

is (PsychOSOCial) theones - trying to explain the problem is - I've looked at the 

readings, I failed because I dldnt Clearly get to knovv what to do Gawa said: "I 

didn't know what structure to use. espeCially for Psychosocial it was 

PsychosoCial t/Jat put me If7 IP" Trlese statements suggest that students 

recognise that the new Discourse IS different from their primary Discourse and 

thus difficult to master 

Mastering the language of the academiC diSCiplines was espeCially challenging 

for students from under-resourced school environments The new Discourses 

would be particularly foreign for them because their teachers would not have 

been fluent In them either Kapp (2001) deSCribed the prevalence of 

overcrowding. limited faCilities under-training of teachers. predominantly oral 

classroom culture and reliance on rote learnlrlg In the schooling environment 

from which the unsuccessful students In my study came 

What students are being taught is a highly limited discourse 

competence that may serve the IIlstrumental purpose of passing the 

matriculation examination but which has little transferable value, 

given that they are likely to forget the facts they learn ( 2001. p242) 
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One of the key ways of providing Improved access for students from thiS type of 

background is to make the "ways of knowlf7g" of the discipline explicit (Gee, 

1996). This will be expanded In chapter 6 

4.1.3 Staff Interview Data 

Both of the staff members IIltervlewed stated that the factor which they consider 

to be most important for success In semester one of the MBChB programme is 

the students locus of control. I. e whether the locus of control is internal or 

external. The factor which they have found to be underdeveloped in those 

students who fail semester one and require the academic support of IP is the 

ability to be in control of their learning experience The staff members confirmed 

the appropriateness of Hie categories of questlolls I had Included for the student 

interviews regarding Influences on success. I.e school-related. personal/family

related. and univerSity-related 

4.2 Written Assessments Data 

There are three in-course written assessments during the Life Cycle first 

semester course Prior tG the first assessment students attend a preparation 

workshop where the format and wording of questions are demonstrated and 

explained. The first assessment IS nonetheless. very much a formative 

experience for students Thus. when analYSing responses written by students 

from both the successful and the unsuccessful groups examples were chosen 

from assessments two alld thr-ee ThiS triangulation of eVidence (qualitative 

interview data. quantitative data, and wrrtten assessment data) was performed in 

order to strengthen the validity of conclUSions draWll from the data. Background 

data regarding home and school Discourses and the written responses of two 

students will be described and compared as examples of the differences 

between the successful and unsuccessful groups The students to be compared 

are Hulisani (unsuccessful i alld Dube (sLiccessful) 
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4.2.1 Background Informatlon/ description of primary (home and school) 

Discourses 

A summary of key issues related to Hulisani and Dubes pnmary Discourses 

follows. Interview data is reflected in more detail in Appendix 6 

Hulisani 

Hulisanl comes from Newcastle in Kwa Zulu Natal HIS parents are non

professionals and he is the oldest child. the only son. with three younger sisters. 

Hulisani said that he always wanted to do medicine He could never imagine 

himself doing anything else. for example. financial studies HI was born with the 

passion to do medicine' His biology teacher was Insplratlollal The teacher used 

to work hard and come With different sources I was good in biology". 

Hulisani's family were so suppolilve. espeCially my mother she was so 

supportive". There are no health profeSSionals in Hulisanl's family. but his family 

were friends with one of the doctors In the community He Inspired Hulisani - he 

had fancy cars. hiS life seemed to be easy He decided I want to do this" 

Hulisanl found the expenence of struggling With PBL to be a very emotional one. 

He explained hiS expenence as follows I dont knol/v what was happening, I 

understood the concepts but It vvas going out of my mind. it was an emotional 

experience for me my first semeste( He continued "1 thmk I was not used to like 

using English - In PBL you have to be clear you have to understand what you 

are saying at school It was Engllsl7 but It was not a big deal to mclude Zulu. My 

school it was black students so you could use Zulu. so you cant use Zulu in PBL. 

I didn't have friends that I could speak Zulu with but had to use English" What he 

described was a dis panty between the practices regarding the use of English at 

his school and at UCT This dlspanty was unexpected for him as "at school I was 

good in English I was dOing English as my second language After a semester in 

IP, he stated English It was one of those major problems for me. but now I am 

more confident For ease of reft~rellce Hullsanls quantitative data are included 
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here as follows Matric score 41. HSPT total 29. OL score 51.7% He attended a 

former DET school and obtained a B symbol for Matrlc English as a second 

language. 

Hulisani reported on his success at school "You could get 90% even if you don't 

understand the work. the concept- If you memonse your work. questions would 

be like what is In the notes. then It was fine but come to UCT'" He was "one of 

these guys that liked sitting alone. dOing your work. but then I came to PBL - it 

was one of those experiences because I am not one of those guys that IS domg 

group work" He said I dldnt understand the PBL system I dldn t know what 

was happemng. what IS It about. I was not an active member. I got the feeling 

that maybe I am the stupid one because all the other members seemed to be 

understanding evelytl7/ng evelythll7g was Just flOWing' Again the student is 

providing a descnptlon of hiS pnmary Discourse and the effects of the conflict 

between primary and secondary Discourses. 

Dube 

Dube also attended a former DET school but was of the opinion that his way of 

studying while at school stood him in good stead at university He was used to 

Self Directed Learning He was self-motivated and made good use of his time 

during first semester He deSCribed rllmself as'a SOCIal person. within the team". 

His quantitative data were as follows Matnc score 40. HSPT total was 31, OL 

score 67.5% He obtained an A symbol for Matrlc English as a second language. 

4.2.2 Examples of wntlng from the Assessments 

Examples from the Psychosocial Section 

Hulisani 

The fact that Hulisanl failed to respond appropriately to the questions in the 

psychosocial section of assessnlent three despite haVing attended the 
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assessment preparation workshop and being provided with marking guides and 

feedback for assessments one and two. Indicates the extent of his language and 

Discourse difficulties An example of Hullsanl s response to one of the 

psychosocial questions In assessment three is described and analysed below. 

Question 4 from assessrnent three IS worded as follows 

a) Identify four factors that could influence Naziem's parenting. 

2 marks 

b) Using evidence from the case, describe the factor that has the major 

influence on Naziem's parenting at this time. 

4 marks (150 words) 

The case for this assessment - with Nazlems story - IS found In Appendix 7. 

The response reqUired as per the marking gUide IS shown below. This material 

was drawn from the readings in the Resource pack that had been provided to all 

students 

a) Identify any 4 of the follOWing factors (1J> mark per factor) 

Work (he IS a Police Officer) 

Psychological State/Health (PTS D) 

Religion (Muslim) 

Socio-Economlc StatJs (SES) 

Living on the Cape Flats (Gangsterism) 

b) In order to be awarded full marks for the second part of the question, students 

were reqUired to 

- decide which of the four factors Identified In a) was having the major influence 

on Naziems parenting at that time (1J> mark) 
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- use evidence from ttle case to describe the factor (31'2 marks for the 

description) 

Naziem's psychological state IS the factor that IS having the major influence on 

his parenting style (Students may state that he is suffering from a Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

Although Naziem received trauma counseling and jOined a support group for 

police officers he has since had difficulty sleeping has lost his appetite. and has 

been depressed 

Students could overlap this factor with the work factor as it IS his work 

environment that exposes him to stressful situations However. students need to 

see that his present psychological state of health will probably affect the way he 

parents his children. He probably won't have the same parenting style 

"Parents who are In conflict or who rlave psychological problems themselves, 

are less able to be effective mothers or fathers to their child' Resource pack 2, 

page 49: (Golombok 2000) The Impact of a fathers work depends on how he 

feels about his work 

Students should discuss the differellt parenting styles that Nazlem could be using 

at thiS time He may become more authorrtarran as he IS concerned about the 

safety of his son. Nazlem IS concerned about hiS son being Influenced and 

swayed by gang members Nazlem frequently talks to hiS son about the dangers 

of being involved in a gang He hopes that him being a police officer will stop 

gang members approaching hiS son 

Note Students who identify the work factor as the Influencing factor should still 

be rewarded but cannot get full marks 

Hulisanl only identified one factor for a). viz. SES. although the question clearly 

asks for four factors He thus SCOI ed 1,12 mark out of a possible two marks. His 

response suggests that he experrellced difficulty with task analysis 
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Hulisani's answer to b) IS showll below. He was awarded two out of a possible 

four marks for this part of the qU8stiOIl 

'The type of job they are engage III has a lot of stressors. it can result in them 

being authoritanan parents If they feel to bear with a stress appropriately". 

Problems with Hulisani's answer (written response) include both breakdown in 

sentence construction/sense (Ianguage·breakdown) and lack of coherence in 

the structure of the answer Paxton (2004) rates coherence as a key discoursal 

feature of written academic discourse because ··coherence is crucial to learning 

and makmg meaf71ng in a new discourse 

Hulisani appears to struggle with assessing the amount of depth required, as he 

has not elaborated enough to earn full marks for his answer He used only 30 

words when the suggested word count was 150 words The short. cryptic nature 

of Hulisanls response In (b) also Indicates that he has difficulty expressing 

himself in English. and that he is unfamiliar with the PsychosoCial Discourse. 

Grammatical errors sLich asellgage' Instead of engaged. incorrect lexical 

choices such as·feel Instead ()f fall bear With Instead of deal With. using "they" 

instead of "he' and limited vocabulary are evidence of language problems related 

to EAL. Hulisanl also demonstrates an Inability to use the Discourse 

appropriately by his failure to explalll the 'stressors and to develop a logical 

argument regarding the Ililk between experienCing stressors and becoming an 

authoritarian parent Hulisanls failure to structure a logical argument may be due 

to the "thirty marks for tl7ll1y facts ptlellomenon referred to by Kapp (2001, p243) 

whereby at school students may be allowed to regurgitate facts In any order 

without showing organization or argument (ie proViding coherence) 

Dube 

An example of Dubes response to one of the psychosocial questions is 

described and analysed below 
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Question 4 from assessment two IS worded as follows 

Explain five key factors that have influenced Leah's attachment 

relationship with her mother. 10 marks (maximum 200 words) 

The case for thiS assessment - with Leahs story - IS found in Appendix 8. 

The response required as per Ule marking gUide IS shown below Once again, 

the material was drawn from the readings In the Resource pack. 

One-half mark was awarded for Identifying each of the five factors and 1:h marks 

for providing an explanation for the Influellce of the factor on Leah's attachment 

relationship with her mother 

(1) The mother's personality 

Mothers who are sensitive and responsive Interpret their babies' behavioural 

cues correctly They are able to discern which type of cry indicates 

hunger/tiredness and which indicates discomfort Children who have mothers like 

this have a stronger attachnlent bond with their mothers Mothers who are 

insensitive and unrespollslve do IlOt eliCit strong and close bonds. A positive 

attachment bond depends on the 'goodness of fit between the baby's 

temperament and the parents personalities 

(2) The mothers geller"al attitude towards children 

Mothers who are Insensitive and unresponsive do not eliCit strong and close 

bonds. They possess ambivalent feelings towards their children. Thus, their 

attitude towards their crliidren could be a negative one thus Influencing the way 

they respond and raise their" children 

(3) The quality of trle rnarltal relationship 

Parents provide a secure base for children If the mother and father have a stable 

relationship Leah Will flave positive attachment behaViour towards her mother. If 

the parents and Leah \Jvt-:re II! sYilcrlrolllsation with each other the chances that a 

healthy attachment took place could rlave Increased 
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(4) The attitude of her husband towards the child 

Father-infant relatlonsr"I: tends to be less regular but It offers a great deal of 

valuable stimulation Fathers do not focus on caring but tends to engage children 

in activities. These activities are exciting and challenging. Fears can be 

overcome These activities also stimulate cognitive and motor activity. Leah does 

not get to spend a !O~ of time WIHi rler father So she will not be frequently 

engaging In these activities As Jacob does make time to spend with his family 

every Saturday night he IS shOWing commitment to his wife and children and 

displaYing that he valLJt~s the tinie they spend together So he does to some 

extent have a positive ;Jltltude towards his children 

(5) The socio-econornlc situation 

The family In the case ',flnaliclal!y stable and leads a comfortable and luxurious 

life. No financial press,,:t::;s are eXistent III the family which ultimately can cause 

a positive relationship between the mother and child to be formulated 

Dube responded as folijNS 

Rebeccas Socio-econo!TJlc status Tl7e fact that Rebecca IS wealthy means that 

she can provide with Leahs demands. wants and needs ThiS might bnng about 

a good relationship 

Rebeccas work Belnf/ an accountant means t/7at she doesn t get to spend as 

much time Wlti7 Lea/7 a:-c 5/7e would If she were a full tllne mother That's why 

Sharon was hired to look after Leah when Rebecca was at work This might 

affect the type of attaclll17ent Leall lias 017 her mother 

Rebeccas attitude tOVt 'J:ds children Rebecca s attitude towards children will also 

affect the type of attacl7lnent she 17as with Leah Rebecca loves her children or 

loves children In that </Ie IS conslcienng becoming a full time mother to stay at 

home With her c/711dren 

Leah's attitude towards ner reiatiolls/71P with Iwr Mom It might seem like the way 

girls play but the fact that Leah dresses up as Rebecca shows how much she 

loves her motl7er Tl7/:: \/111 affect tile type of attac/7ment between Rebecca and 

Leah in a good way 
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'Goodness of fit bet\;veen Leahs attitude and Rebecca Since Rebecca loves 

children and Leah lovf;:'; her mother this will be a good fit. and result 117 a secure 

attachment 

Dube scored SIX ane ~)[le-half 'Jut of a possible ten marks for the answer 

provided HIS answer !s well structured and clearly expressed despite minor 

grammatical errors. e 9 provide wltf7 Leahs demands Dube shows mastery of 

EAL including the ability to weigh up the possible positive and negative 

influences of Hle facto:s Identified uSing Information from the case to support his 

argument. HIS writing stlOWS cotlerence. In contrast to that of Hulisam Dube is 

aware of the amount of detail needed In response to the action word ("explain"), 

and does not seem te [laVe experienced the difficulties With task analYSIS that 

were eVident III Hullsa":1 s response He did. however lose marks for leaVing out 

the factors relating to :tle tlusbar-lds attitude to the child and the quality of the 

marital relationship 

Examples froll: the HLwlan Biology Section of Assessments 

Hulisanl 

Question 12 from the ~uman Blology/ BaSIC Health SCiences (BHS) section of 

assessment three is worded as follows 

a) Describe the I)hysiological stress response (general adaptation 

syndrome). 12 rnarks 

b) Explain three (3) of the symptoms experienced by Naziem in terms of 

the general adaptation syndrome. 4,5 marks 

The response requlredNas drawn from the Resource pack 

a) Students were reqilired to descnbe the sequence of steps in the general 

adaptation syr"jroille 
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During the Alarm reaction: 

The hypothalamus (1) activates the sympathetic division of the autonomic 

nervous system (SNS) (1) the SNS acts directly on smooth muscles and viscera 

(internal organs) \ 1) this results Ifl bodily changes such as. >heart rate, >BP, 

dilated pupils (1) SNS also stimulates the adrenal medulla (1) to release the 

hormones epmeptlrlne (adrenallll) and norepinephrine Into the bloodstream (1). 

Epinephrine (adrenalln) alld Norepillephrine have the same effect on the 

muscles and organs as the SNS does. and thus perpetuates the state of arousal 

(1 ). 

During the Resistance reactlOil 

The hypothalaillus activates HIE:; adrellal-cortlcal system by releaSing CRH (1), 

which causes the anterior pituitary to secrete ACTH. the body's major "stress 

hormone (1) ACTH stlillulates the adrenal cortex (1) to release cortisol (and 

other hormones) (1) which regulates blood glucose levels (and levels of certain 

minerals) (1) 

b) Students were required to flr"t Identify and then explain three of the symptoms 

of the general adaptatloll syll,i!OI~~ie that were experienced by Naziem (in the 

case). 

Any three of the follOWing woulej be acceptable 

Difficulty sleeping (1/2) due tu ejliatatioll of blood vessels to brain. Increased 

blood to bralll to Increase alertrless i1 ) 

Has lost his appetite (1/2) as secretion of digestive enzymes is reduced and 

blood vessels to G COllstr-rct(-;:j to decrease digestive activity (1) 

Episodes of heart palpltatlolls (1/2) the heart rate and strength of cardiac 

muscle contraction Increase III order to Circulate substances in the blood very 

quickly to areas where they are needed (1) 

Severe headaches (1/2) blou,J vessels supplYing Hie brain dilate to route more 

blood to the orgall (1) 

Muscular tension (1/2) skeleti.li Iiluscles are tensed for ·flght or flight" (1) 
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Hulisani got only 1 mark out of a possible 16.5 marks He responded to part a) of 

the question as follows 

• More glucose IS :e/c;cL, ci fTiCl/\lng sugar available to all body pans for 

energy generation 

• pupils dilate 

• muscle tone Increases 

• resplratolY passages ciliate more 02 IS Inhaled for cellular respiration -

generation of enelgy 

• Digestion and absorptiof} III the IIltestll7e & stomach IS inhibited 

• heal1 rate Illcreases 

• thus an Increase In bloc; i pressure 

• hairs stand erect 

• more blood IS macie aVd aole [CJ muscles 

Hulisani did not attempt to allSVver part b) of the question 

It appears that he falied te p" Lip the cues In the question and to recognize 

what was meant by the stress response or general adaptation syndrome" It 

would seem that Hullsanl did not understand the task. as he described the bodily 

changes resulting from the ~;t:ess response rather than the stress response 

itself. This IIldlcates trlat he i:d> dlso flot understood the disciplinary Discourse as 

expressed In the readings ii~ the resource pack and re-inforced during the 

physiology lecture The lexica: denSity of the academic language in the readings 

is, however. high (IvallIC! SiS)' The fillding that Hullsanl struggles With both the 

psychosocial and the BHS DIS oLirses In the Life Cycle reinforces the complexity 

of the interplay between EAL alid Dlscoursallssues for such students. 

Dube 

Question 5 from trle BHS ::;eCLI)( 1 of dssessment two IS worded as follows: 

Briefly describe the life cycle of Ascaris lumbricoides. (5 marks) 
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The expected response as provided In the marking gUide. was drawn directly 

from material on page 36 Jf the BHS resource pack. entitled "Ascaris 

lumbricoides. Physiology and Structure' 

Fertilised eggs become Infectl;JLlS after approximately two weeks in the soil. The 

ingested egg releases a larvCJr worm that penetrates the duodenal wall. enters 

the bloodstream. is carried to the liver and the heart. and then enters the 

pulmonary circulation The iar Jae break free In the alveoli of the lungs. where 

they grow and molt III aboLit three weeks the larvae pass from the respiratory 

system to be coughed up swa!lowed and returned to the small Intestine As the 

male and female worms matL,re ill the small Intestine fertilization of the female 

by the male Initiates egg productlOll vvtllCh may amount to 200 00 eggs per day 

for as long as a year Eggs arE fOLind In the faeces 60 to 75 days after the initial 

infection 

Dube's written respollse was as seen below 

Ascaris Lumbncoldes eggs alf-: passed With or as faeces They are passed in a 

one-cell stage MitOSIS occurs lintll tlley reach a stage called advanced cleavage. 

During all this time they are :n rhe e~ temal environment They stay In the external 

environment for 10-14 cfays Then they are Ingested 117 an l17active state 

(embryonated) They pass ti)'ol/gl) the digestive system until they get to the 

duodenum (smallintestlf!f}.vi!!c're tliey penetrate the duodenum wall. They then 

enter the blood clrculatlOI! system W/l/C/7 carnes them up to the liver From the 

liver they enter the pulmonalY circulation which leads them to the lungs. Then 

they are cougl7ed up and Ingestecl agall7 Then tl7ey move through the digestive 

tract to the small I17testl.'7E !,vI7(-'re ti7e larvae mature Then they migrate to the 

large intestll7e where tlley !eproauce The worm IS In tile lumen for 60-75 days. 

Dube scored 4 OLit of a OV'SIDle ~) [narks for hiS answer Once again, he shows 

fluent use of the Engllstl iangLiage and a logical sequence (coherence) in his 

writing. He has understood the task and responded appropriately. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

My research aimed to understand the experiences of students from educationally 

disadvantaged backgrounds who entered the multidimensional secondary 

Discourses of the MBChB programme at UCT. Drawing on the theories of New 

Literacy Studies, I sought to answer the following questions: 

• What do the successful students bring with them that assists them in 

acquiring the medical Discourse? 

• How can the teaching and learning activities of the first semester course 

be redesigned to draw on students' primary Discourse(s) and make 

explicit the academic Discourses and the ways in which knowledge is 

constructed therein? 

During interviews, students described their challenges within the MBChB 

programme and allowed me to gain insights into the social contexts (primary 

Discourses) from which they came. Data gathered from the students' written 

examination scripts provided examples of the types of language and literacy 

issues that impacted on the successful acquisition of the academic Discourses 

and confirmed many of the insights gained from the interviews in this regard. In 

addition, information was gathered from the UCT Health Sciences database 

regarding the students' performances in the Matriculation examinations and in 

the Health Sciences Placement Tests. 

I also studied the social structures and practices (tacit and explicit) of the 

academic Discourse to which students sought to gain entry. The following 

resources contributed to my understanding: 

• the description of the qualities expected of UCT medical graduates from 

the supported PBL MBChb programme (see Appendix 9) 

• my personal experiences as a lecturer, tutor and facilitator within the 

programme 
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• the work of academic literacy theorists such as Cummins (1996) and, 

within the South African context, Kapp and Bangeni (2002), Paxton (2004) 

and Thesen and van Pletzen (2006). Van Pletzen, in particular, has 

conducted much of her research within the Health Sciences Faculty. 

My purpose was thus to understand how to optimise the "classrooms" (teaching 

and learning activities, including PBL groups) of the MBChB programme to value 

students' primary Discourses and facilitate mastery of the secondary Discourses 

with the emphasis on the development of critical reasoning skills and self

directed, life-long learning. 

5.2 Summary of important findings (trends found) 

The experiences of successful and unsuccessful students in the secondary 

Discourses of the MBChB programme seem to be related to the differences in 

their home-school primary Discourses. The successful students were mostly from 

model-C schools where the approach to learning may have facilitated their 

adjustment to the demands of the PBL curriculum. By contrast, the unsuccessful 

students were mostly from ex-DET schools where the approach to learning 

contrasts markedly with that of the PBL curriculum. These students were unable 

to meet the challenges of the MBChB secondary Discourses without the 

academic support provided by the IP. 

Successful students seemed to master the secondary Discourse of PBL without 

overt teaching, while those in the unsuccessful group found it harder to decode 

how higher education works and what was expected of them and attributed their 

lack of academic success to themselves. The students in the unsuccessful group 

were from working class backgrounds and perceived themselves to be culturally 

marginalized at UCT. These students lost confidence in themselves. They came 

to believe that they were less able than others in their PBL groups to think 

intelligently and contribute something of value to the discussions. They also 

experienced reluctance to approach educators, peers and mentors for 
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assistance, feeling that they should be able to solve both affective and academic 

problems on their own. These findings are interesting because the PBL process 

values students from diverse backgrounds sharing their experiences (prior 

knowledge) and yet it clearly silenced those from disadvantaged socio-economic 

and educational backgrounds. 

Those in the unsuccessful group reported time management issues such as a 

lack of discipline in sticking to their study timetables and working consistently. 

They were easily distracted by other interests such as sport and watching TV and 

struggled to be self-motivated. Students from the unsuccessful group also 

reported social problems related to being away from home and feeling that they 

were not in control of the situation. These students seemed to be manifesting 

signs of an identity crisis. 

The preference of the unsuccessful students for lectures and workshops rather 

than PBL sessions seems to indicate the need for teaching according to the 

Learning Principle (Gee 1996), which makes the practices of the secondary 

Discourse explicit to those attempting to master it. As already noted, Gee states 

that "teaching that leads to learning uses explanations and analyses that break 

down material into its analytic bits and juxtaposes diverse Discourses and their 

practices to each other' (1996, p145). 

The practices of the primary Discourses of the unsuccessful students with 

respect to accessing resource materials at school were markedly different to the 

practices expected of students in the secondary Discourse of the MBChB 

programme. At school, these students were given notes prepared by their 

teachers rather than reading, summarising and synthesising a variety of 

resources to make their own learning materials (notes). The unsuccessful 

students also found the language of the readings difficult. They had not 

anticipated spending such a large proportion of their time reading, and 

underestimated the cognitive and emotional demands that reading would make 
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of them. EAL students struggled to cope with the increased demands of the 

MBChB programme for fluency in verbal and written English usage. The 

Discourse of the MBChB programme forms one of the barriers to access for all 

students, but is particularly challenging for students from under-resourced 

environments. 

Although this study focused on a small sample from one particular academic 

year, the findings do confirm that matriculation scores are poor indicators of 

students' potential for success within the first semester of the mainstream 

MBChB programme. The usefulness of scores from entrance tests such as the 

Health Sciences Placement Test has yet to be confirmed. It is therefore very 

important that all students enter the first semester of the mainstream MBChB 

programme in order to ascertain whether they are able to succeed within this 

teaching and learning environment. The crucial role of appropriate support 

structures is highlighted. 

5.3 Theoretical Considerations 

By contrasting the statements and written responses of successful and 

unsuccessful students, it would seem that the successful students have been 

able to master the MBChB Discourse by acquisition. The unsuccessful students 

recognise that the new Discourse is different but are unable to master it by 

acquisition. Wells (1999, p48, cited in Paxton, 2004) states that the goal of 

learning is to develop the "resources of action, speech and thinking" needed to 

enable more effective participation in a target discourse. Lave and Wenger 

(1991) argue that knowing includes the ability to participate centrally in a 

community of practice and that learning "is a matter of changing patterns of 

participation". Wenger 1998) describes the important role of imitation in the 

journey from novice to expert! master of a secondary Discourse. This highlights, 

for me, the pivotal role that the PBL facilitator plays. This will be explored further 

under recommendations. Northedge (2003) sees the goal of teaching as 

"enabling participation in knowing" rather than merely transmitting information. 
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He describes the teacher's role as subject expert and "established and fluent 

member of the relevant academic community", as enabling learning by "lending 

the capacity to participate in meaning, designing well planned excursions into 

unfamiliar discursive terrain, and coaching students in speaking the academic 

discourse" (2003, pp169-1BO). 

Norton Peirce (2000), Walker (2006) and Case and Marshall (2007) have 

described the change in identity that is required for successful Discourse 

acquisition. The distinctive student identities that have been produced and 

enacted within primary Discourses are not fixed. Students build an academic 

discursive identity as they actively participate in the community (e.g. the MBChB 

first year class). 

Van Pletzen has made suggestions for finding ways of scaffolding the complex 

reading demands of the heavily text-based curriculum for EAL students and the 

importance of all students developing the confidence and finding the space in the 

curriculum to contribute their prior knowledge and their critical responses to the 

reading process. 

Paxton, van Pletzen et al (200B, in press), members of the Language 

Development Group at CHED, UCT, explored the possibilities of building on 

students' prior discourses as a way of enabling acquisition of new academic 

discourses. They discovered the following complexities arising when educators 

try to mediate novice academic readers' and writers' access to disciplinary 

discourses: 

• lecturers' conflicting understandings of the conventions of a discipline 

• the confusing role that textbooks play in modeling disciplinary 

discourses 

• the complex demands that hybrid discourses emerging from applied 

and interdisciplinary fields make on educators and students 
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• the extent to which learning to operate in a discourse is a gradual 

process of apprenticeship rather than a simple application of new 

knowledge and 

• the ways in which writing in a new disciplinary discourse often robs 

students of their individual voices (Paxton, van Pletzen et ai, 2008, in 

press). 

5.4 Curriculum changes implemented in first semester 

In the context of post-apartheid South Africa, students' socio-cultural, especially 

their schooling, histories have shaped the mediational means they have 

developed and the experiences, beliefs and values they draw on in order to build 

understanding in the tertiary academic Discourse. Teachers need to develop 

insights into the students' primary Discourses and how these relate to or conflict 

with the new Discourse. 

Based on the theoretical framework and the key findings of my study, I suggest 

that the application of Gee's Learning Principle (1996) could be useful in 

assisting educationally disadvantaged students to master the new Discourse. 

The Learning Principle involves breaking down what is to be taught and learnt 

into bits that learners can talk about and explain, thus leading to analytic and 

reflective awareness. Teaching for learning should, however, be combined with 

improved opportunities for apprenticeships in academic social practices. 

The insights gained during my study have been presented to and discussed with 

colleagues at several forums including the Faculty of Health Sciences Education 

Research Day, the Health Sciences Education Research Group and the Medical 

Education session of the Anatomical Society of Southern Africa. Encouraged by 

the interest and support received, I have been involved in designing and 

implementing several changes to the teaching and learning activities of the first 

semester. These curriculum changes aim to draw on students' primary 
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Discourse(s) and make explicit the academic Discourse and the ways in which 

knowledge is constructed therein. 

5.4.1 Changes to reading demands: a textbook has been introduced as the 

primary source for the psychosocial readings. This replaces the multitude of 

readings from a broad range of sources and authors, written for a variety of 

audiences, which students had previously been expected to read, understand 

and synthesise. Critical reasoning exercises have been developed which use 

extracts from the Basic Health Sciences and Psychosocial textbooks to highlight 

the different demands/ "languages" of the disciplines. These exercises aim at 

building students' metaknowledge of text structure and the Discourses of the 

different disciplines. 

5.4.2 PBL facilitator training: ongoing training of facilitators has focused on 

issues related to student learning. Facilitators have been made aware of the 

value of modelling critical reasoning for students and trained to ask the kinds of 

questions that encourage students to increase their competency in higher-order 

cognition. Facilitators should now be better prepared to foster a master

apprentice relationship with the students in their group and thus "scaffold the 

students' growing abilities to say, do, value, believe, and so forth, within that 

Discourse through demonstrating mastery and supporting theirs even when it 

barely exists" (Gee, 1996, p145). The value of the PBL steps has been 

emphasised, especially the activation of prior learning that validates students' 

primary Discourses. The facilitators' briefing notes have been improved in such a 

way as to clarify the triggers for the key learning issues in each case scenario. 

Evaluation interviews with individual PBL group members have been conducted 

earlier in the semester. This means that there is more time for changes to be 

implemented in response to insights gained. 
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5.4.3 Re-organisation of the cases: the sequencing and complexity of the 

medical knowledge required for each case has been re-organised so that basic, 

foundational concepts for the basic health sciences (e.g. cell structure and 

function and the basic tissues) are introduced in the first case and more complex 

concepts (e.g. the role of the endocrine and nervous systems) are introduced 

later in the semester. This revision of the curriculum was designed during the 

second semester of 2006 and implemented in the first semester of 2007. These 

changes were accepted by the design team as a result of the research 

conducted in 2005/2006 and endorsement from the external examiner, who is 

experienced in teaching students from disadvantaged educational backgrounds. 

Previously the content had been arranged around a psychosocial focus, starting 

with pregnancy and birth as the first stage in the Life Cycle. Starting from infancy 

and childhood has preserved the integrity of the psychosocial content. 

5.4.4 Teaching staff: following an initial period when several changes were 

made in the team teaching the first year of the new curriculum, over the past four 

years a cohesive team of staff members has been developed. This development 

was facilitated by the Head of Department allowing staff to teach on courses and 

programmes that were congruent with their teaching philosophy and by the level 

of engagement by the course convener and design team members in the 

ongoing discussions aimed at optimising all aspects of the curriculum. Those 

involved in the first year teaching and learning activities have developed a 

common understanding of the PBL pedagogy through personal experience as 

PBL facilitators. They also display a commitment to constructive alignment of the 

teaching and learning activities with the assessments. Biggs' (1996) concept of 

constructive alignment highlights the importance of ensuring that there is 

congruence between the way in which knowledge is taught and the way in which 

it is examined in order to increase the validity of the assessment. For the 

purposes of this project, the assumption has been made that the assessments 

are appropriate and aligned with the teaching and learning activities of the 

course. 
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5.4.5 Introductory workshops re assessment practices: these workshops were 

introduced as part of the new curriculum. They have, however, been expanded 

and improved over the past two years in an attempt to address the issues and 

challenges of time management, study skills and assessment preparation which 

have emerged both through the interviews conducted for this study and through 

the interviews conducted by several colleagues with struggling students. 

5.4.6 Individual interviews: each student who has failed a component of the first 

assessment is invited to an interview with a relevant member of the teaching 

team. These interviews were introduced into the mainstream in 2005, in 

consultation with colleagues from the Intervention Programme, in order to allow 

staff to offer personalised advice and support for students, early in the first 

semester, as soon as any were problems identified, either academic or affective. 

This support is in addition to the peer mentoring system that operates during the 

first year of the MBChB programme. The mentoring programme is discussed in 

the following section. 

5.5 Further Recommendations/ Prospects for future research 

The impact of the changes implemented in the teaching and learning activities, 

as described above, should be assessed. I would like to conduct a study in 2008, 

in collaboration with colleagues from Student Support and the Intervention 

Programme, that investigates the experiences of students with the revised 

reading and PBL formats. It might also be useful to use a set of markers of 

competency, against which progress (a change in competency) could be 

measured. 

A longitudinal study tracking the progress of the students who entered the 

MBChB programme in 2005 via alternative admissions criteria should indicate 

whether the students who passed the first and second semesters remained 
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within the mainstream. Sikakana (2006) has been evaluating student progress in 

the MBChB Programme at the University of Cape Town. 

Following evaluation of the mentoring programme at the end of the second 

semester of 2007, changes in the training and monitoring of peer mentors 

(second and third year students mentoring the first year students) have been 

planned. These changes will be implemented in 2008. The results of the 2007 

evaluation supported the findings of my study, i.e. although students knew that 

there were mentors many did not make use of them for reasons such as 

embarrassment and feeling that they should be able to solve problems on their 

own. Davidowitz and Schreiber (2007) describe the multidimensional concept of 

adjustment to university as encompassing personal-emotional, social and 

academic adjustment and institutional attachment. It is important that the mentors 

are trained to assist students in developing life skills to cope with both the 

academic and affective challenges of university life. 

The finding that the students admitted via alternative criteria were not a 

homogeneous group in terms of home and schooling background suggests that 

race is no longer a suitable proxy for educational disadvantage. Future research 

might explore the usefulness of using socio-economic status and a schools rating 

system to promote equity of access. This is a complex issue, but various 

suggestions have been made by colleagues, including basing the assessment of 

students' socio-economic status on their parental income. Gee (2005) describes 

six principles that can be used to decide whether or not students have had 

equitable opportunities to learn (or are educationally disadvantaged). These 

could be incorporated into a rating system for assessing the opportunities that 

students applying to university have had to learn to read and produce text in a 

context that will facilitate mastery of the academic Discourse. This would, 

however, require additional resources 
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5.6 Personal reflection 

It was a valuable experience for me, as a teacher, to gain insight into the primary 

Discourses of the students interviewed and to understand the challenges they 

face in acquiring the MBChB Discourses. I felt very privileged to have been 

allowed access to the students' worlds in this way. 

My interviews with lecturers and designers of the curriculum have assisted me in 

understanding the pedagogy of the MBChB programme. The coursework and 

readings by CHED have assisted me in better understanding the broader political 

issues beyond the confines of this first year course. 
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Appendix 1 
Steps In the peL Process 

Summarised version of lhe steps in the (SPBL) process 
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Appendix 2 

Interview questions 

School-related questions: 

-approach to studying and learning 

-role of formal, Teacher Centred, learning vs informal (Self-directed) learning 

-"did you have to work hard at school?", "did you achieve the expected results?" 

-"was your exam preparation at school different from that used at university?" 

Individual questions: 

-What difficulties have you experienced? 

-How did you deal with them? 

-What are your coping mechanisms? 

-What would make/would have made a difference? 

Med school/UCT questions: 

-Motivation to study/ Reasons for career choice?: family profession, research 

questions (related to disease in family), mentor, fascination with the profession of 

medicine, want to be a doctor, help people, their community, see education as a 

means of empowerment and improvement of life situation, other. 

-adjustment to UCT and Cape Town? 

-approach to learning - different to school? 

-study methods? 

-support: groups? for studying, student organisations e.g. ISS, mentor 

-coping mechanisms?: wrt the format of learning activities, e.g. PBL, lectures, 

prac, and tuts (which do you prefer and why); wrt learning styles (NB rote 

learning vs understanding).; wrt the workload - time management; wrt the 

reading: volume (language, density - abstract/conceptual, psychosocial/Public 

Health vs BHS/Biochemistry, compared with school). 

-assessments: how did you find them? (Some students work very hard without 

getting the expected results) 
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Appendix 3 

Consent Form 

I hereby agree to participate in the research being conducted by Geney Gunston 

of the Department of Human Biology, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of 

Cape Town. In particular, I agree to be interviewed and tape-recorded for the 

purposes of this research and to complete a questionnaire. 

I understand that my name and identity will remain confidential, and that 

information gathered from me will be used as part of Geney Gunston's Masters 

Thesis research. 

Signature ......................................... . 

Name .............................................. . 

Date ............................................... . 
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Appendix 4: 

Interview questions for staff 

1. What are the factors, which you consider/have found to be most important for 

success in semester 1 of MBChB? 

2. What are the factors, which you have found to be missing/ underdeveloped in 

those students who fail semester 1 and go to IP? 

3. Are there/what factors in the following categories that you have found to 

influence success? 

a) School-related: e.g. study methods 

b) Individual qualities: e.g. coping mechanisms, reasons for choosing 

medicine, parents' occupation/educational qualifications 

University: adjustment, local to CT, res or home/digs, use of support - groups for 

studying, student organizations, mentor, use of SDL time/time management, 

language - reading (volume, density) and writing (assessments) 
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Appendix 5 

Examples from Resource packs 
Psychosocial : 
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-.... ........... _ ...... ~ ... _ ~ __ u- .. , ..., 

""'.'''''''''''''"1' \{"" """"" ",..,.""'. ,," .. ~ ." .. .. """J\<-<, but ",.,", .. 1 "",k don< Jo. th< !""pI. '~l .... , 
-,\"" WOO'''' "' ..... 11; "'lOr ""'""II I. '", ,""" ~{ 'I~" 
h«l "nt."od ""pi", Ih< ramilr,""", .. '" ,J !lot, tIo 
"," lind"" ""'~'" mi'''''''"' >nJ 1"tr,U,'IIl \<;u ....... 
1",,,,,,,,,1>,," l"""",.n<\ "'1')"'''' 1.,,,01, .."l • ..,nJ, 
"on, I;"r '" """'1""''''" .nJ ,,,,Il "" .. ~<rl, ,hc' 
pl." .nd cu"""J !it"" OW" ~",k. ,"J ""'l 0"" ,-"", ,10,,, 
own ","do,d, '0 ""<t_ llo~~"',, """"'"' {.mi!» M. h .. 
oft .. ~o"''''"'''. """" ... , m<""I, "'p<,,~,<, , ... 1",,'It, 
n" .. "h«l, ",e""p''''. ,ed "O'rP"',""J. r .... ,,,,, 

no! '"'l'n"~1! ,n., m,n;' """,.,, ""'" "' ... ~ !.cI,n." 
,bc,)y\ r,n,~._"-

P"e'l\~l Rol« 
F .. """'" .J~IJ ,pO,,,",,1 ,oIr. ... ~dll'Wu"~ .not ... 
",<lon.o!r<l ... tf> .u... ...In "'~!< on.I .... .-Iop<d ~.'" u.. 
.,.,..01, •• 1'. ="" ..... ~" •• , .... '" ."no! I'<~"""", ,0< 

""'. ,0", ,ir< ... """" • hfic ... __ " ... , • 
d, ... ""J'<'" Ift..m., """,- "'" p' "I""~'"' 1".'.0(' .... . 
""'" .. U«! ...-.od _Ii< ~I_ .... "' •. 
",,' , • .0.1 P.", ..... ~ oi. n...t.., "'--ro<' 
..... 1 __ -.d ~ <It ......... _ ,to." • IiaI< '" 
u" .. ".t o.-oul"'-_ t." ,m ... ~ ,-. .• _ 
'h, _, ...... I~ ........ r ............ ''''_ 
'~"'n" .. _""" .. , ..... _Ihr).b...~ H ...... 
"" ~,,"" ...... "',~ --. ,,,~_,, r"":" • 

rr ... ·' ... to th, ..... """ l·a!ot'........, " ..... ......." 
...r~ ... ' ..... ·, '-.- ... , .. _' ......... "'" "".h d<.u.!<i< .ocI...v.".obIt 1"."'" ".\-hptf ... ,nj !'" .....t. .. ,J "r<""'_ .. J'l""""''' ,' ... 
""" ... ,,~ ... tho """"' """''''1 C$,Ln" ~ 
~ . 

Th< buti-. '" , oWe! ~ • "". roo.,. "''''''P 
"'. p",...,.- ......... ' .. n nI ,,,. ... "' .... '''' 
,-NId~" ,hlO'. [""I. ~ bt/w" hl. ,i>< 1'<""''' 
<W '" 'h,'"Motooo.i 
Ch'o.m ~,I .... " .. 011"""'; '0 old '.I< 

I'm"" aO "'r<" "'I"""od lot "",,-, "f_ 
'",i, ,~oIJ,," 
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II" "'¥. ""old "'''''''. ""'. tl>< 1""''''' .. 'IlI.!>.~ .. 
IN.~ """""'" ... !to kn"" 'h ...... Id" ."", bo" 
I, .. no! 
1t .... I\,;. "nbJ i"~' th< pMml,. -'....- ."-.
'" .. ~>< wI,., 'ho<)- "'n~IJ b .... "~'''N 
It pM.n" lenn 11>< fOgh' ',.-b";~" ... ''''' , .... 
Tl',,:d ,11<" <hold,," , ..... , "h.o, ,b<, .. .,,, 
I,', ,n, p"<n'" I.uk "'h,,, ,.~ I.~ 
M",h", ." n."".lly blt!<r p."''''' ,h_" ,,,~,,,_ 
Por,"t."\I " ." m",,,,-' ."d ,e~"i'" 1>0 U .. mnJ 

In "fl", um<s, "om,n ron"li.·I,J bl'."~. ",."t>", • 
II> II· ,<t,,,' "'-''4''-'"' n. eu", n "I, , .... , ;, • "",.I ... ",,, 'Q h .. ~ 
f,,, ... ,NI.Illn .nd, •• b,rth ,,-,,,,ffil h.. b,:,'''"1< ,.--"',, 

,...",.., n"ot .ld,,'>dUl!> ",,,,,,,, .. 1wl ,kq ",n Il-o>< 
clulJr .. ··.I><I ...... ..,.,,' JuI.H.ft .h,,\, ...... , .... 1M ... ,,1\ 

h." .. lo,,", .hold "' ... ~ .... """,,,,W:. .. f"< "".,"pI< ''''''¥ 
... ,010 .,-, ..... " "II>IJ",,, ond f«I""..J ~ '" ,b .... ,or. 
flit • "I!" fi. ...... 1""'''''' .. ; • """""'" 1,1< .... n ~,' •• h ... 
..w...",~, 'I'b,,,,, '""''''''p....,'''11~ ... ,~, \'1'" 
,...".1, "I , ......... ,_ m ""''"''I "."....,. Wfl ...... ",. 
'm .... ",,,,,:nmt ;" tl>.. ,h.Oj', d"'lGpn>rnl, .,' ,., .... ff 
'I~'" .nl~'" 8""" .m"""" of un,. ... f,'h .. ",,, orul 
• J, f""III.! """ in ,b. h.om. .. "''',, ,u>'J'km<nl<J h. tn 
>lnu'"",.! c;u. (d,~ mc, fur<umpl<l. 

,\, m~" woo'<" ,h",,· a" ,[l<, .... J ,n'''''' ,n.k 
,~Inl'ms a ","<T. oIocy ore 1>0' onh m", .. "s I.,,,. bu, 
J!", h .. ,ns ,hlld"" 1.",,_ Wh",.,. ""'" "t \J" od .. " 
"~,, ,~ h.",,'I: ,hildf,n .. rlv 0< ,,«' Xom.' "I tb. od"n
li'I''' oj h._ms chJJ<l,,,, <"Il' 'f< tk,,-,_ III, p.i'mu OJ, 
w,,1\ ~,b .... n",,.. ph .. ".1 '''t"fi~ , ... ~ < .. ml,I,. ,1..-, •• " 
'''I'< 1><"", ~ -to ",d. ""'''''" .. ,.,ton& "r 'n .... "",Jdk 
... ,,"e '''ljItt .. ,'h <r.!m" .t>.l ... ",n~ "" ~."I odo,;a. ... ,. 
"' .... "'_ .. ..."" III< m",h<t "I ..... '~b_ k>,'<l 
m,·J." """""",. ~"It p«~ ...... ,....b l.!bo, tIt;..><I ,III 
1"_'" ,n.>o ><' .... lolri,' w boolld ~r "r""'"'''' ror 
d'''f<b,IJrm ., .. ""'DY ,,, .. pi<!. >OM b" ..... ,,,J m ..... 
",.n '" ~., •• htldo-<>I- e, '~n' .. ", ,h, .. or, .1", oJ, .... 
'1" '" b.o>"'I! .bLldr<n lou: t~ puer," ",U~. Il-oJ 
"""" It".. '" .on;id<t lb." 8',,1, on 1,1" "'.~ .' "h .. ,h'T 
~.", from Ih,,, ... ",~.,.rId ,,,.,, ",I .. ,,~ pOI."" ~,II 

bt fIK>" m"uf,.1><1 ""II bl ,bit k' 1><""" hon, '"<1f hf. 
"I'" .. n, .. ,,, ",""SO i" mUf' c""'l-"','n' r ... nttn~' .nd 
'ht p.«III, ~',IIl>< b",,, '''''''"W In tho" ,,,,.,t, .nd 
ho., m.,,, ,,",om, fu, ch,IJ_',""n~ "'1'<'''><' 
Tht ,\f"rhu', Rak 
.... 1 ... do N<1lh,<>I.,,1 "'nm ... ," """f ,bc ~...-d ......... 
"w If m~ .. ~ hI.<- "",,' l"~rI<, r ...... '_ ... ' _thn 
1to.>o;I .,,,~ • ~~_ o' 1', .. 10,< .m..,... "'''~ ., ""m,h 
..:~ .. d ... U<><>>..nd ,01...,.",. 'R"J!,~, 19-11> 
\<0.1 ~fI"" ...... wrun"" 01'<>.' ,lao "",'h,,,,",,,, .. dl to. 
~"'rr ..w o\.oIIil"'l\- tI .. f .. l." .. Ih .. ",,,,,,",, "0< • .1 Iloo 

N-rn ,""""J..j t...,.,,,.I~ "'~ "''''''''' III "'" _ .... , I Hoff 
""~f- j'13-4 Wb<D ..... kJ ~>"i'''''' ""'''' •. 1"_ ."" 
... Iu<....,.~~ m",""'bonJ ""'" .. u .... ,<I, J<><-n,""_ 

".n, and ICodwn ,.,,,. fC,; ..... ,h •• 1'1'<'<' ........ ,bn 
....... ", ..... "'" ,1UlJrtn "",,', "'.0.«11'" .11<:, &><lop 
I"ookm" "'" "",,<0> ... , .... .1 ... oJ .... } , .. _,I ... , ,bc 

I ... '" <L<.U><"" til< dt .. I"I"",n'"1 p""~'''' t" .... 

""""-m"""', 0 .. '" p,,_~,-, ""'" Impu'''''' 
10"" .... " ,''''' .. lin .... " myl"I'" dt,<",,,,,,d '" " " .."h ch,ld .. ", cl.:.d>p",.IIt· ... ·.'n dt,d,,!,m""'~' 
... ·fl, motJo..".«"O! lh< ,en", ''">< nr ,he j>O>I>I<m>, 
... " 'hoogh ou, ""''''1- " ... O!"P" ''''m in th» ... y. 

Th. ,01< of oil, ""-"tiff b'lnl!> ",,'h " ,." .. nll os 
,,·.H., hmi .. "",,,. ,",hough """n,',h.w~ l\ 110' ,nnu~h 
to n U "",., """"'"' ,n ,,, < " ..... , h, r """t "" .. l><fI i, " on. 
o! ,be m<tS-! m',uu"ghol.,f"'''''''''' ,n!hc" ~, .. I tWl:
n·""'t. !~84' 

flu: NJliw .. R~I£ 
1 h< t.,,,,,,·, .,,1. ho, ~ ..... , ..... < .......... th ...... :,l..,,!>. 
:~lIo. Porlor. 1m o..n"ll ,I>< •• , ...... p'.,,>0;1 of Amer-

" .. f ....... """~ P"""'~' "'1""''''''' It" """~ .... h,"\; 
I.' ..... , """ >drd J'I"I-.. ...., ,.>I" ... , ......... 1. thro..,. 
,..1.~OD_ .... "h ,be 'oJ~",,.: Ik .. ,loo ... ,n, !h. IoIhd. nUr 
,~, h, p,,,,,J ,h. "'i"',,,""b.} a, tb, l'K,.<Iw:L" .. .,.. 
• rok ,bit ."",,",",,d t1w~"~h ,~!",,,, l'''P''''''''"' ~y 
lht ,tid otWOflJ w .. Ij, .""""'r t. ,I< 10, r .. h<" <""'11'-.1, 
th.>, 01 Srod.,-rok modrl. "ltll' .... ~h he'n~ ... .,J.,,'n"'f 
.nd mor'" ~u,,,d,." ,"OnhMN '0 t>o ,mporlOn< r .. h" 
10k>, .tt,'III"''' .hLft<J l.' ,I>< 1 .. 1It·, '. '~I< ... m"". "1'<
d.l/r lor >on,. !h<n. II. tb< l~·o., ,II< ,"mnt ,,,,-.,,,, Ul 
'"" r"h<r ., ,n l,'."", "unu,.n' "'<~""nK p'''''' 
,m<fi"d !WIvf IIwt ... ,~ .. '''''''''~ o*,!"" Ih< d ... ,
pl't>C -.I "'n'TOI Rt oId.t .~,Id"rt .OJ f"., fIf''' odt"~ th" 
furul'-' ~"""""'" ...... _ ,bt,,,..,. """ "I><m~ <~ 
m ,...-m,~, Do, ocb>"<. ,"" ... ,. .. ~"'''''<n''''' .. "h '." 
,~""~ft : L'l"'<p~. l>\.Hok &. C,,,..,.., I'HI>' 

(:h'Id:<-->', ..... ..t .jr .... 'f"I't'" .... ~;:.nJ"-_" 
b<n<1i. '''-On ,:>I ... ".,.. ,,·,tIt • ,.""". &.-,.-..hI". ~ <I< 
p<nJ,.l. ""r:....,1>0 ~,,,,,,, ~ "" .... ", ,,~~ ."~ "'-"'fi
a.oa: 'mllb &. Mu't'''' 11":H r ... I"M'" I"'''t;" 
"""Iy in ... "'..,,,,,,, ."om .... 'p<"- .. I ""1''''''''''' ,n <l<¥d
op"'g <h,ld«n', soc .. 1 «,,"",,""'", ~.u .. 1><" 011", 
lh. ""Iy ",,1< .~, ,hdd "'-'Ill"' .. , M. f'll~I .. <1.>)'-'''. 
do, b .. i> 

f.th" mnth., '''''I' ... ""n .n~ mo'u.1 '''f'''' 
h<lp 'h' ch,ld dcv<k>p 1"'''''''' .twuJ .. 'o""J both 
m.l" Uld r,,,,,,,,, IB,Il«, I~~li 1<" tn,,,h .. ,,,,, roo

""""'n~ p.or""', 'OJ "'I'" , .. ,Il ,h.o!,,'t! ["""I) ""\lI1l-
, ... "'~ •• r.d d..I! "" .""", "lun thr I.' ..... 0'.1 mot."" 
<qkJl.>b!,· , ...... ~JJ-.<~"ns ""po, ...... I<I .. , ~~~II<:" 

k<1 I"" ou<».Old h .. , """. ~~"'iw ." • ..Jr, _.,.1 
!!>to, b~.b.tili .. h<-;. ,b", Of< "'PI""'''' ~''' ... 

At lb" poIn •. ~~ ""',. d.~~ ... J. """"' .... ,-.& .. 
.1:<1., .m ... '" ... o.nJ .1 ........... "''"''1' •.• "'\ ..... , "'_,,_ f_ .nJ 1ft, 10m'" on..,~ _,,"ldl>wd II ... "....Of' ~i 

til". KI.:., "' I"""n'cd ,I> "' ..... p' ION. U I ~ .... 
"-1noo.:f ,t.. "'''fW'! "'ILl .. " .... n .du'," ... >J 
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~"''''',.", ,-""", ~." 

C_ """,""""'" 

'.","", "~""' ... ".,,...... ~ "'" 
,.... OlOCo° 

Tho_ C<,,",~ 

-, " . ."....". """ '"",., 
-~ ......".". 

~9he Dh'ersity of Adull Lifestyles 
Today" .dul, lifmrt" .r< d,,·.,,-,. We h." 'ingl."",,, 
f.milie<; d""I_,""" "'mili<\; iLngl<_p>r<nt fa"ah«, in, 
cluding mnlh" eu,,""y, [",her cu5tody, .nd ;omt cu, 
,<Xi)'; ,h. "m.rri<d or "<pf,mily, 'h, kin f. ",ily (nwl< 

up of bil"e,,] or int<r~en<"liotl"lll' lio"d "10mb,,,), 
.nd <I'en ,he <xpmment.l] f"mily IindlYidual, in multi
.dul, hou"'hold'-(Qmmun<>~or mh.bi'ing .dul"j, 
And, of cour«, 'h<" .rc m.ny .in~l, adult.. 

S ingl~ Adult. 
] h<re is no r<hear .. l, One d,y you oo,,'t lil'< .Ione, 'he 
n'xl d,y you do, CoIlt'g< mill, Yo"r "ife ",u.... uut. Your 
hu>b.nd d .. , SuJJenly, you h", in thi' iocr«'m~I~' moo
<flO condt,ioo.li"oS ,"-,ne. ,\t."be you IIk< iI, m"rb< you 
don't. M.vbe you thow 00 Ih. ",htud., mJ}-b.}'OU ",h< 

, .. , ..... , ;>.""""" " ~ ""''''''-'loP w ..... to """",,., ~~, 
_, ....... """."....-.... '0 •• 

Il«><no"'"....., .. "'" '''' rw 10"", "" ... ,,0 .""'_. ,"" .... ,~ '" 

~. ~ '"'" 0/10<"""", O. c"",~."".,o "", ,,,,,,", ~oo 
'''' .. , ...... ~ ,...,..' "" "'~--c ..... ",",oc'",,~, ..,.."""~ k>.~ ~ 
"""""'" ~"'n u"" .... A" -" 10",' ,""""", ~ "", ....... "'" 

• ",,-,"," ," """''''''- ""' .... c< ""'''' "'" "" OOjO'''' A""""",,,, """ 
,""''' ~'PC<U"' a& .. ~,""""'" 0;)< .. __ ~", .. V'"'...,.., oJ _, ... ~ '"' t_ fQ<C'6 ""'_. "' ....... y,...., '""",,,'>0<.' ,'" "11' 

0' '-",~. '" "'-'~' u, 0""""'. """""','" """'OM' 
",·~,o,.,.,.. """"--"""" "'=""""'"'<_ 

On .,,,,,,,, ... , 110'_ .,,,.<..,.... h>""" ... _.,.t ____ .. '"''' ='" ,.,,,,,,,, 
. """''''','' W<" "'."""~"" ThO ,,,.,."'" D "-""'l<" ~ • ,,,,,. ~ 
""...-_ "'oo "">coo 

7...,. n~' ""90' ~ thO,.,...., . .. ""'~ ...... ,. t,.,.,-" ocd """"" ..... 
.. ". """, '"""....-.g '" ,......." ,~". .... '_ thO _ 'OC-P~ 
"",0""" po,.,'" ""', ,.,,-,.~ "'" o~ .... -.., ... , ..... " . ," 
''''' "''''' .. toO,'" ...., thO ,."." "' __ ,', 

EM' ,""-""'.cut .... """"""~ """"'" ~..-o t"""'''''''' .... " "¥' 
"" "" ~"o.· ~ """'9 ~ . ..-""" "" "'''''''flO -'''' »0" ""'~" 
~""",,", ..... .,., '<PO<"''''~ -... ~" .. ''''' ,,,"'''"'''" ~,' bo ,"'" ..., 

"'" ~ """_" ""'nov< "'" v>ry ,'" "'~ "",.. ,.,,"'''"' ,."< w_. "",,", "'" """ "'".. ' ...... 0' 

'"', .... ,,~ "'"""tor.,.-~..-.o..",,,,.<)Out ,t,,..,,... '"'",,,,,,., "' "'''"''' 
.... ,,' ~ .. e"" ..,.~ ~.O'"" 

c;..,. ... WCffitC ... "..". .. "',.,... .. ." ... ~0'~:. ",,,,,,,,,.,,.. "'" I~' 
"""","0 t,x. "",", ",,', ~""'"', """'"', 00 '''"'-'' .• "'" ''''- " MY, 

,M' ';'" .. 00 ''-'" ._~' '" ;l""', ~''-'''>''''''''';' "'"" "" 
"" >CffiO. 'oe 0"-""'" ,Ole ~ we'; ".,-_ .. ~ "'''''''''''''' '''' """'" 
_. '. "'-'"",," _ """","C",' ~_. n-.,n,..-. IT'''''' "'fI'> "",,"' 
"" ...... "" ... ~ ""'" "", "." .. "'..ot ,"" _ 0' .. <U<J.". """ " ...... ~ 
"",,,,go ' ......... "'. _""",,"~' "'~"''''' ''''''*" .,. ""ot"" 
"""""'" """ t..". ... ", """""" """ os'''''''''''',, . COl .... ,_ ... 

"""" »>-... , ..... Kl """"> ,,,,,,,.,, _,,, ~~. ~'" ""'''' 
_ ..-_"0 ""~V ""'" lOt .. n-., ""'''' '" ,,*, ;r~ ",. 'M..... "'" "'en .... .--on< 

" if In exil" b,her ""~', ch,nee> .r, rou .• ,.. onl .. h,lf pr<
p.r<d, if ... 11, to be ""k prop"<'tor of rour bod, }'Ou, 
'0"'"" ,oJ ~'our time, ~Iu,t 01 u, ... <to ,.,>«1 '" 'h' din 
.nJ dutter of f,mil;- lifo. iuel<},og for. ploiC' '0 the b.,h
TUum In 'ho mormng, Jigh!mg o>er til< I .. 't plee. of "ko. 
.nd obl,ged 10 compwrlll'" on th< ,,,"pI,,t of ,hOl';"
the "oIumt of Ih, >1"'<0, 'he ,h' n!ld on th< I \" for <X_ 

""pk few of u, Y'''' up ,hin'IOS tl"" hom. would b< , 
".;- , .. lIOn in our hf< cou'" 

rhe" h" be",," dr",lO'O< ,o.;r .. " In ,h. number 
of 'ingle .dul,>, In 19'9 •. more ,h.n 44 ",illi"" . dul, 
Amori,,", (23 r<rcont of ,1I.Jul,,) who ",,,,, h,J be<n 
m.,,,,,j I;-.d .Iun<-,,'o," ,I"n !Wi,. 'h, numher thm 
"' I ~70 ( 16 p"cm' of .11 .Ju l"J, A 1""00' of mythi '",d 
"<leo';-p" i, .. ,,,lCi.t<d w"h bemg nngl<, ,..:mgmg !rOm 
"th , ,winging 'ingle" '0 "th , d<'r<wdr Ion,lv, ,u"Kl.1 
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BHS'~~~== £!!apter overview 

~'<'''''''''';'''''' ." <:.. .. 1>0<: ... &'_1". :ho "."., 
it!';><"1'''' <>f "'h<h "'. '" I""'" .~o.po<IOt \1"",,,,,,· 
J1-,~ <>! • """'I:'IC<'I 8'''''9 "1- ,.,.,..) '"'pL.", • '''' .. ,r 
"'-,; '" ,,] • ..;, .... , 0' '."'"",.. NO",'" 1"10 """. 
"-,,I mmbdtc. ~_ ,,,.;I L'l",,.,,,.:>clop:.ol ~"!I.L:"fl '" 
cf$>"",,:n •• ~ • .c~ .~,,, ... ,,,. ""~~ ..... " . ....,."ns:'· 
_""'?i., n" chp:.r .!so ~Nk "",10 tho o<ol""y of 
",.<roo,&".;,,,,.- " .. """, ~"""·"'."rl <p« .... :0 

tQ"~~ .,.d ,1>0" -n""Kt!<r. ,.,:n , ..... r" """""", 

1.1 Naming microorganisms 

A<L Ii''''$~;;> ... , .... '" ............... , ,.,. ....... , ......... 
• 5 ~.~ .• ""'""~< o:>.i "'-".I '7'<U .• " 0 .... _ .... r.,vu 
•. j ........ E.~~'" r .... .,... ""', _<0" <I· ..... ""'" "" 
"',;on'''' "~d: __ n <I .... or .... ' ' .. <ioK",~ 
..... """;0:, ~.....:l, a",'"" h= W.tl or CR. ... ~~ .'" 
nth' "g,'s"!;"N '" "0 ,"'-." 0rI), "'" f""U. <lP''''_" 
,>N .• r><! ," b>t : ... ", ''I'O.-!>t"..c. '-"" .~b<",,,'~ 
""",,",. j~ .dd;""" ... '-'_,~ ~."'" ""', boo .d~.~ '" 
""'" .. '''0), v"',"; ... ~d • rommo_-, n",. ~.~,.~ from 
~1>'o~,"_ "'" t''"; <>=:: -::'" _"'" h c',"n _~ "'-,til 
"",~"""l, """".-tan, ""'''''''1;.0'' ..... ~ ?" .• ~tN>«;><. 
N. for ,1'<:,1""""",, .""1"'''''''' ...... So 0,.,. "."""",..~'<m "",,, '" ... "",..0 ,~ "' '" .. co, ... .. 
• S)"''''I-:~'''"''''''''' 'proi'<' "-,,,",,', 
• S "'"'' F',,?<,~,-d,''''''''') 
• ~.,.;. ",.,.~, 1""""';=.) 
• ... ;+,~.~; ... C'I<' 
• $' """"P 

1.2 Major categories of micro
organisms 

\\:<:0 -« !!,"""""'ri' - o'~"'.I.m •• ,.. J'"'1s dl"~'" 
.c.'" ~" ''''''P'' Th. poco,,~, h'\'T.'~'l-.o .~"' no 
""'r, ",;,ro>copic Dut or< irci"d." 1:10< .... c! :1'1<" 
."':"Y to "'~t.,"" ,,_ "",t> .. V,,~..,..'" ,",.,,~J 

"" tho .. "... '''Kl'"'' .lt~ " .• , .ro "01 'h'c,' i .• 
"",.)0 c< ,"d<~o", ... ?:", .. ",~. F".i p'><1>:" 
r·fl><">t' ~ \>01-... '·0 •• \<"'''' "'"5"-"''''' 

• -~ • .... "'1>-
• ~ .. .".-... 
• ;:«D.". 

• "r .... 

Bacter ia 

""'" D.\:"- ~ R',,- ..... , .... dr..".c ~~. P.r.

"'~~ .... <'liD .. .:.I """ "'" ..".......0 .. ~ 
""'~ .,;><!< " .... lr ...... ~d 'loS.no Tho> ¢c _ 'w'O 
",,~dr .. '" """" .. S ..... L .. .,;::-.1 L~' " .. ~ 
!r.a. .... 
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Appendix 6 

Data from Interviews with Hulisani and Dube (pseudonyms) 

Hulisani: 

From Newcastle (KZN), did well at school. 

Way that he studied? Grades 10-12 - approached his studies more seriously: "/ 

would use textbooks, my teachers' notes, go and ask questions, individual 

study". 

Biology: "teacher would write notes that were a combined summary of several 

different textbooks, I used 1 textbook, you could get 90% even if you don't 

understand the work, the concept - if you memorise your work, questions would 

be like what is in the notes, then it was fine, but come to UCH' 

Physical science: "our teacher used to give us many classworks and homework 

so we get like more practice, of course I was using textbook there and he would 

give exam from previous years, geared to preparing for exams, everything is just 

for the exam, to get you're a, did you have to work hard - for me to get an A 

symbol I was supposed to work a little bit hard but to pass - cruising". 

Family: oldest, only son, 3 younger sisters. 

How did you come to decide to do medicine? "Always wanted to" - could never 

imagine himself doing anything else e.g. "financiaf'. "I was good in biology'. His 

biology teacher was inspirational - "the way he used to work hard, come with 

different sources". "If not medicine, then pharmacy. My family was so supportive", 

esoeciallv his mother she was "not highly educated, but so supportive". There 

was a doctor in the communitv - "I aot insoired. fancv cars. his life seems to be 

easv. i thouaht - i want to do this. i was born with the oassion to do medicine". 

Health orofessionals in the familv? No. but he talked to a famliv friend who was a 

doctor: "/ asked hIm stuff around medicme. he studied at UKZN a while aao. The 
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method that they used at VKZN was so different. He gave some guidelines about 

what to expect". 

Why did he choose to study at UCT? "My teacher spoke about those issues. I 

ask him what is a good university that you know of that makes the best doctors in 

SA? He went on the internet - VCT was no. 1, and Wits. He said I must contact 

this other doctor that was trained at VCT. I came to him and he told me lots of 

stuff about VCT - he was a 4th year student. Since I was not having someone at 

Wits that I could ask all these things, I chose VCT. I had information around 

VCT. Also my parents, they also said 'Just pick VCT". There were many things". 

Hulisani was in a Residence. 

When asked about his PBl experience, he said, "I studied on my own at school, I 

was one of these guys that liked sitting alone, doing your work, but then I came 

to PBL. It was one of those experiences, because I am not one of those guys that 

is doing group work. Also in my school I was not doing group work, even if others 

were, I would go alone to the library, and do my work. Come the test, I would 

pass it like that, just like that. I struggled a lot with PBL but as time went by then I 

realised actually that learning is not about studying, about studying for exams, 

but studying, writing, talking, going to lectures of course, understand concepts. 

The key is in explaining. PBL, what I didn't like about it-I didn't understand the 

PBL system. I didn't know what was happening, what it is about. I was not an 

active member. I got the feeling that maybe I am the stupid one because all the 

other members seemed to be understanding everything, everything was just 

flowing. I didn't initially have an understanding of what was happening. I would 

say "okay guys explain this to me, explain this again to me, maybe I have to do 

something about this". So I tried to work hard so that I would participate. So I did, 

but it was not that good. On the eve of PBL it was one of those emotional 

experiences of what I would face tomorrow, because of even language as 

English. I don't know whether it was just because of I'm one of those people that 

don't believe in group discussions and those kind of things. I think I was not used 
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to like using English. In PBL you have to be clear, you have to understand what 

you are saying. At school it was English but it was not a big deal to include Zulu. 

My school it was black students so you could use Zulu, so you can't use Zulu in 

PBL. I once spoke to my BP facilitator about that - it took me a whole semester 

to sit down, to say okay you are one of the students here so just sit down, say 

what is on your mind, what you understand. It took me like a while but she was 

like so supportive of that thing, because I was like totally .. ... I didn't have friends 

that I could speak Zulu with but had to use English. But with time I started gaining 

confidence in English. When it comes to those issues around grammar, it is easy 

to write but to express something it is not that easy. Sometimes I would have like 

an idea, so are you going to be able to say it? Sometimes it was like one of those 

things, if I have prepared myself, okay I have studied. If it's 1st session that's 

where thinking and using language comes, when you actually use the language 

but when you report back, okay you have studied, and know in which direction, 

what is happening, so you are going to participate. At school I was good in 

English. I was doing English as my second language. I don't know what it was 

happening, I understood the concepts but it was going out of my mind. It was an 

emotional experience for me my first semester, but sometimes I was confident 

and today I'm going there. When I come it was like what is happening with you? I 

used to forget even easy words. In my mind, I was doubting myself. English it 

was one of those major problems for me, but now I am more confidenf'. 

Working for assessments - did you use the day before approach? Did you use 

your responses to the LOs to prepare for assessments? "LOs were simple and 

straightforward, but "using the case", how are you going to put it, sometimes it is 

not making any sense. Especially I struggled a lot in psychosocial. Okay I have 

memorised it, and sometimes I will understand it - okay this is what the theory is 

saying - but then you have to use the case to come up with my answer that is the 

problem. BHS - it was like clear, it was easy, if you have done your work you can 

answer. Now Elml has taught us and I understood it - like the case, what you are 
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supposed to do with it, how is it done, formulated. I can think like someone who 

has come up with the case". 

Your advice to students? "Gome forward, study hard, be consistent, don't just 

memorise, try to understand it, if you don't understand it, ask questions, and I 

would make it a point to tell them about psychosocial. This is what you should do, 

study this thing, understand it, make sure that you understand it because they 

won't ask you like directly, as they put it in the resource pack. They will ask you 

like to outline. Make sure that you ask if you don't understand and make use of 

other students, who are in the second year, third year, and use like question 

papers. That's where I lost it - I only used one year and I didn't know is it wrong 

my answers. Including chemistry, you have to understand it, you won't memorise 

it. You must apply what you know. Understand your work, e.g. cross section of 

heart. If you memorise it and you are given a sagittal section that means you 

won't get if'. 

Did you know about! make use of ISS? "Yes, that is also one of the points where 

I lost it, because I used to be like alone. People were there. You know when you 

come to university you say "I'm alone here, and I'm going to do if'. So 1st test 

came and Z"'d test came. I failed the Z"'d one dismally because the work was piling 

up, and sometime like I never used to follow my timetable, like. So I will go to 

them (ISS) and they will advise me then and there. Sometimes you get that hope, 

that spirit that you came with - there is something that I have to do here. It was 

not about just passing - I just wanted to be a good doctor, who understands his 

work. So even if I have passed - book my place in IP". 

Could the staff have done anything to make it easier? "You know, I think I lost it 

myself I think the system it is a good thing, the staff are doing their best. They 

can't know what I am struggling with in my room. I must ask, not even the staff, 

ask the students - I am stuck here, can you help me with this? That's where like I 

lost it, I lost it. I came with the attitude: I am going to go through this alone - I'm 
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going to be a doctor. I come with a good matric and then coming here and 

struggling and then trying and trying and okay like I started to understand how 

things work but it was too late. I was not in control of the situation. IP provided 

me with time to understand things, face things, and how to outline things that I 

have read in the textbook. I will know how to apply it. It made me to have 

confidence like I used to have confidence, to come back and say okay I am 

Hulisani and if I don't understand to ask, to ask. It is all about understanding -

that's it, not about knowing your book as it is. Its not nice to come here with that 

confidence, you are in control, and then at UCT ... ... it was an emotional process, 

but it is one of those things that you actually learn, you grow". 

Dube: 

In response to the questions 

To what do you attribute your success' and 'were your exam preparation 

techniques/study methods at school different from that used at university?', Dube 

replied that he felt that the reason for his success in first semester was that his 

way of studying at school had stood him in good stead for what was expected at 

university. He was of the opinion that, having studied on his own at school, he 

was used to being a self-directed learner. He described himself as being self

motivated. He did not report any difficulties with adjusting to PBl or in coping 

with time management or the volume of reading expected at university. Dube 

was staying in a student Residence. He described himself as a social person, 

within the team. 
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Appendix 7 

Assessment three case 

Naziem (48) and Soraya (42) Adams have been married for 26 years. They are a 

Muslim couple with three children (two girls and one boy): Yumnah (19), Shuaib 

(17) and Jahaan (15). They live in Mitchell's Plain, a suburb in the Cape Flats. 

Naziem has been a police officer for 15 years. Gang activity is common on the 

Cape Flats, so Naziem often has to work long hours and take shifts on 

weekends. Recently, Naziem has felt that he is struggling to cope. He witnessed 

a shooting incident in which a 6-year old girl was killed. During the crossfire of a 

gang war, the little girl who was playing in the park with her friends was shot and 

died instantly. Although Naziem received trauma counselling and joined a 

support group for police officers, he has since had difficulty sleeping, has lost his 

appetite, and has been depressed. On numerous occasions, he has had 

episodes of heart palpitations, severe headaches, and muscular tension in his 

neck, shoulders and lower back. 

Soraya works for the Rape Crisis centre, a non-governmental organisation. In her 

job, she is responsible for organising staff and volunteer shifts and training new 

volunteers. On occasion, she runs support groups for rape survivors. She enjoys 

her job, as she knows she is helping people who need her. However, at times 

she becomes overwhelmed with the stories that she hears. She also finds it 

difficult sometimes to balance the needs and demands of her manager with the 

needs of the staff and volunteers working under her. 

Shuaib and Jahaan are still in high school. Naziem worries that Shuaib will be 

influenced or feel pressurized to join a gang. One of Shuaib's friends was forced 

to join a gang and he is now bragging to his friends about the crimes he commits 

for them. Shuaib has already started showing signs of rebellion by storming off 

when being reprimanded by his parents and by playing loud music to block out 

what he does not want to hear. Naziem and Soraya are concerned for their son's 
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safety and Naziem frequently talks to his son about the dangers of being involved 

in a gang. He hopes that being a police officer will stop gang members 

approaching his son. 
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Appendix 8 

Assessment two case 

The Cohen's are a Jewish family living in a wealthy neighbourhood in Cape 

Town. Jacob (41) and Rebecca (38) have three children: Leah (8, female), Ruth 

(14, female) and Aaron (7 months, male). Although they are older than most 

parents of newborns and their other children are already at school they chose to 

have a third child. The fact that they have good health care cover gave them 

'peace of mind' about this decision. 

Jacob is a lawyer at a successful law firm. Due to his heavy workload, he often 

has to work long hours and on weekends. The family hardly gets to spend some 

time with him during the week and he constantly feels ashamed and guilty. Every 

Saturday evening he takes his family out for dinner so that they can spend some 

valuable time together. 

Rebecca is a qualified chartered accountant. She has always wanted to have 

both a career and a family. As she worked full time, the family hired a nanny 

Sharon (25) to look after the children. Sharon has been with the family for five 

years. The children are very fond of Sharon and regard her as part of the family. 

She picks them up from school, helps them with their homework, plays with them 

before supper, and cooks supper for the family. 

After Aaron was born, Rebecca has not wanted to go back to work and is 

contemplating becoming a "stay-at-home" mother. She has enjoyed being able to 

take Aaron to the clinic regularly and see his growth plotted on the "Road-to

Health" card. She would like to take on some of the roles that Sharon has been 

doing for the last few years. She has spoken to Jacob about it and he is 

encouraging her to do so as he has always wanted her to be a "stay-at-home" 

mother and wife. 
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On Friday evenings, the Cohen's spend time with their extended family when 

they celebrate the Sabbath together. Leah enjoys playing with her cousin Alexia 

(the daughter of Rebecca's sister). She and her cousin like to dress up in their 

mothers' clothes and pretend to be mothers. She does not enjoy playing with her 

male cousins, Samuel and Nicholas (the twin sons of Rebecca's sister) as she 

finds that the games they play are too rough. Leah and Alexia are the same age 

but Leah is much shorter than her (Alexia). The family commented on this and 

Rebecca became concerned. They have asked their GP if the difference in 

height is normal. Dr Finkelstein measured Leah's weight and height, asked 

questions about her milestones and whether she had been de-wormed recently. 

Leah and her sister both go to a private school in their neighbourhood. Leah is 

very fond of one her teachers and feels like she can tell her anything. This 

teacher is very supportive of her and continuously tells her that she is very bright. 

Leah takes ballet classes after school with her close friends and enjoys spending 

this time with her friends. 

Ruth is now experiencing adolescence. Jacob and Rebecca have had to adjust 

their parenting styles for 'fear' of losing their daughter. Jacob's parenting style 

has become more authoritarian. However, Rebecca fears that this way of 

parenting will push their daughter away. 
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Appendix 9 

Qualities of UCT Medical Graduates 

Oualities of UeT Medical Graduates 

LOur gradllates arc committed tu deli\'ering safe and cffecthe care. 

l'h<.:y ,11"(' ~killed in Ihe Ill<:dic.d ~ci<':Il'Xs :lnt! lIndn~t.md th<.: ~cl<:n1ilic 

ti:>llIlda(iun of medic;!! pLlcllce ,md pllhhl h<.:,ljlil rraCliCt:. 

They po~sess ~ound clinical :lnd p,]{ient m;l11agcl1l<.;!l( skilJ.., ,11"<.: ,tbl<.: 10 

r<.:cogni,.T ,md m,m'[gl· <.:(llll1lWn Jllniic.li c(>lltliUon~ .mel elll<.:I"),.';l·IKles, and 

,Ire (ompLlellt ill the pnform;Ulcc of con: rlillic:d prllcedllre~. 

They :lTe COllll1litted ((> impw\'ing 111I.lin)" ,md ~,I(<.:1r in P~l1Ilnt care, .Ire 

cUlllmirh.:d I" Ihe most <.:ffedi\"(.: llS<': IIf hmiled rU;OllTU;" and tlleir 

practice \\"ill wl!cn;\ <.:1" pO~~lhlc be e\ idem;e·ba~<:d. 

Thn \\"ill11HI,e cftLdin; u~c of all health related n:~()lIrce~ ,1Il.! ~(>IIICCS o/" 

ill fl Jrll 1.11 i[ In, incilldi ng <.:Icct runic l!l ii '1"1 n.!ti, >!l I<.:chnolll14)"-

2. Our graduates :lTe cummitted 10 patiellt~cemred care 

They rc~pect thcir p:ltieOl< \·.lltles, prd<':TcllcC~ and e\pre~~ed nceds, and 

\\ ill eng.1gc their I',uiellb a~ c'lu;li p;lrtners 111 dCClsion nuking. 

') 'I ley arc ':lllllp;l S~l' >n~ te, cmp,lt 11': tK: and cOlllmi ttn I tr, :lll \. ocaC)" (In 

I,til:llf I,t Illcirp.llle!lls. 

Tilc) ullticr,(;lUd the impnr!.lllce "f pCf,nn,ll, 5<OC10 econumtc ,mtl 

cuituf;li r.IC!Ur~ 1!1 detcrmilling hcai1h and mlimiullg; tht dlu:Un;n<.:s, "r 

their own illltn·cnti"ns. 

They an,' ~en~III\·<': til their !l,ltients' person,li, ditntc, ~1I("i,lI·ecc>nil!lltc, 

relIgious and cultllT<llil<!tlgwUJld, ,lIld will ,ed; to O\'crcome the 

limiLltlll!1S on effecti\'c patiult centen:d cue \\'hich fesuh from 

dlffeTenccs ill I.lIlg11~lge, ~nCl.l1 S1.l1U~ ;lIld cultuT:l1 h.[c],gn>llnd, 
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3. O \1 r g:udualc~ an' o.: ],mmill cd to life-long learning 

Thn .Irr (OllllllUt..:d to.l lill'tJ!IK' o j crilll,:~l 'idf.aprrai~'ll :lnd 

nnp")H'llll'nT _ 

'IlIl'\ willl'nnunuotisly wd .. oul, ~ppr<l"": and '1~~l!nrht<..: Ill"-\' l.n!>IIk:.lg<..: 

Ifl <>fllrr 1', n:11 1;lTrl ;liJrt':]q "f dtH'I"rmcnt~ III tho: hc~hh '>CU:Il(C'. ,mIl 

wi1l1Illorpur:u<..: IIK.><;o.: dnclnl'Tllcnt~ m~') thtit prattirc, 

4, Our gr:.ldumc~ .lrc upc n-miudcd, eritic:aithinkers :lIId cffcClil c 

prub le l ll -~uh cp, 

Th<..:y \\II! P'""\\' 4,i])cll In ptnhlcm Idc!]ofk;:J.tion, '\fllh~i~ and 

ntmagnllolt, hUlh ill th..: ~pcfijjf scmc of dinir;!1 diagnn~i~ and 

rl1~IJ;\gcml:l1!, ,Irld ill the broader 'l:n~l: of problem soking in n:LltH>!l to 

rc<,c'.I! lll, pr;rrt in -Tllan,lgt'mcnt, adlrlllll't r,1(ir 111 ,1Ild he.11t h pn ,n I' lti( >n, 

5, Our I-(mdu :llcs a rt' profess ional, elhical, hOllest ~iIld humhle 

Tlw\' Ilr1dn~t;\I1d tht l1u'r.l1 :llld l',hllal print:ir1cs on which Jll<.'tjic;11 

pranicl'" l,asl,1 :l~\\dl a~ the Ie,!?;al rc~rollsibilitics "I' the pnl(l'~~i(m, 

.. T hn I'Dnirc In ,)(f"td~!Ke with the 111ghc<:! ~t~t1<.bnls of hoth ~,thj(, ,111\1 

pll 1ft",!! >tub! n 

'I lin \\'iIJ ,I( know kdgc !lIClr Iimil.l!J( ons a 11(1 tlK,j r Il('C,j f<lr' lIl!!' ,il1,~ 

pI! '{"~"I( '11;11 gn ,\1 tIl. 

ThC\ ;td.rlf>\\kdl!l' the u illal ~1;lIU~ of their p.ltitnt~ and 0 1 il1t:lr 

\:"Ik'l).:m ... 111 (lfhl:! lw:alth rdalcd pll>ft:~~lon~ in hoth 1l!,:,lI th prollll .u"n 

,1!), l lw' lith P"I\ 1,j"rt, 

" TIl(T af\: ,lhk .md rrcpJTt:d to rt:n>gni.ll' SUl'<" and In:"hh,re!;ttl ... l 
prflbkm~ in titll11'clw< anJ ill tht:ir COIlCC1J.,'I.ll", ,mJ <.ed, or .. ffer ~\lrporl 

n~ :lI'Pf('prl;l!(, 

Tht;\, :ll'pr('riall' !lu.:ir tole III promoting te~rcc{ ii,r, hUIll,1Il rij.!.ht< ;1Ilt! 

11K' 'rpO(;lI,' dl1~ into thur rmfc •• jon~1 praclifc, 
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(" ( )\1 r vI.(' IU.I(o .,r~' JIlII: II) CO ,/1111 (lIIUUi<; :Hld (' ,11.11,. .r-\tc t t krill dr 
TI H;Y I''''~c~~ 10" 1< .. 1 1\ rH kll ~nd Icrh:11 tommuntC;Ul< 111 ~k III \, 

• '11 'f)" .Ire .,,,11: I.' ." 1.11 ,Ihh pI' ,fC'~1I '11;11 .,1"1.1 CHlll~ ro;:l.UI,,"~hlP" WII h 

1'<1111;111'. P,llit nl~' I.m ul1e;,. ;111.1 til" COmmmlllJ"S 11\ I\hlth I1lcI pl',l1 flu 

.. TIKI" "ro: .lllk I" (0!1I1 11',IIlI~',II" 11".1111> rd.lIl'd III t; ,rm.llh >II d' ~'l UI eh- I' , 

tl,t'f lUI 1.;111, u ,11".I~lIt'~ .tlill h) ,kn"lon nukl ~ 1"11111: I l" >(11,;1 \. 

Gr .. d.Mlc profile f"1 t he lIe\\ MnChil Curricu lum 

SII hllli th:11 rUf Stlule .IPPro\ ,II in 100 I 

I"prodll''"' a h"llllIhli!lln.;llti.I\l;,1 d(>LHlf \\"!Ill Ihe r~qui'lk attitu.Jl'\, know)· 

cdg!: .In.! '''Ill, 10) t'nlo,;r the pr~ Icgi~(I';Hion pt.:riod Illth 1'()lllid~IK'" ,111.1 

l''lll1p l'~d 1')1 IitL I'''lg kaTrllllg, 

The c:.I/lIC" 1 

'I'h, [',1(llhy "I I k'lhll :-;(I~nn;~ 11"111 ((,Iltl!lllt: to ,triw t" Ix:.m "\lI~(. II"llrlt' 

I '.Kllley 1\ It I U II I ht: l '0111 n~n, of ( :.11'" '1'011'11. I I \1111 "ff..:1' t"dUo.:.IU' m,d 

l'l(,,~ r.lllm\t' ttl ,I dller'c .11,,1 tJkmui SlmkJl\ [XII.h-, t:llUIPl'tng ,tlUkl1l~ \11'h 

tIll: 'II lIIudl.'~ ,m,1 I'f"'" ~~lon,11 \';llul.:', i..n,,\\ Inl;:I; ,1IIe1 ""lib rn }Ulln ] I. ,r 

Ii k I, >JIg 1...1 mm~ .111.1 n >l1 1f"'lILlII <: hnlt.ll pr.I(\l«(. '1111.: l'JU<:.11j, "l.'} pri." Ipk, 

1.11..1 Ul,lt HI IIIl" 1 'mltTSJI\ '" \c~<1.. nllt Pl.lflnln.~ r f.lIlK"\\ or" (\ pr\ ,1g..IIII'1 

whlth "iii' P",!!I,lIllllln h. ,\'< 1 .. ,: .. ,1 mc.~urt:.I, \\ III b .. ' III tq.~r:lIuII1l10 tlK n lu(.t 

tJ"!I.ll l'n.n'~"-

'1111.' dun~'e .,1 n,lIIl<: trl>Jll r.!lull, 'Ii .\10.11<.:111<: h' I ,I!.:uh\' •• f I k .• ltll :-;"'1 

n\("l~ IIl<hl.·,i(I.:S J "\lIJ,t,lIltul ~hrft in [he i-J<:uhy's undl.:"t,m.hng "f Ih r .. k JIl 

111< Ir,l1nJn;,:' ,I' 1, •. 1 It I. pro ,fl ~~I"II"L, '111\; ~mpIIJ~I~ on h<.:JIt h 1.11 ha t1 ,,11 .I" . 

.. . 1'" rnr IIrc .. ~ (' 'lilpr.: I ,,,o,il',", t:< IUClIit >OJ! ,Ippn '.Kil, 'J '1m ;11'1'1< O;K Ii \\"( '(Ild 

h:IH' It) .. R: .m: .1 h.11.11I\x 1 .. lwct:l1 I'fl:n,nt il'<~, rn ,m, )1I\'C, CllrJll\'C, ['mIn t liT 

.11\(1 rdl,lh"It .• 1I\~ h,.llth LIt" 111 (lnkr 10 nll"d II".: lll"alth nl:nh of the o:,nHlIl"l". 
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